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As the population of Montclair State University grows, an increased number
of students have become interested in on-campus housing and Residence Life
works to house students in, what some consider to be, controversial ways.
The Office of Residence Life
started the year off in a way they
never have before.
After a 30 percent increase in
returning resident students and
incoming freshmen, the depart
ment turned to Wellesley Inn hotels,
based in Clifton and Fairfield, for
additional housing.
According to Vice President of
Student Affairs Karen Pennington,
the University normally receives
a fair amount of housing cancella
tions prior to the start of the aca
demic year, however, th at was not
the case this year.
Montclair State, not the first
university to make use of hotel
housing, charged hotel residents
$2,582, the same cost of a standard

on-campus double room. However,
the two facilities cost the University
roughly $300,000 extra.
“Some students feel we did some
thing [bad] to them, but we feel we
did something [good],” Pennington
said. For students living in far
proximity to the MSU campus, who
might have deferred their admis
sion for a semester if not given
housing, the option of living nearby
with standard university rates was
a feasible option.
University services, such as the
shuttle bus system and Residence
Life programming, were services
th at hotel residents still had access
to.
Though shuttle services were
reported to be inconsistent, they

ran from the University to both
hotels on a 30-minute schedule,
24 hours a day. Students were also
given the opportunity to attend
hotel-based program ming spon
sored by Resident Assistants placed
in the hotels.
While many students were frus
trated at being placed in a hotel
without warning, some Wellesley
residents are trying to be positive
about the situation.
Freshm an undeclared major,
K arina Monteagudo said she had
nothing to compare the hotel expe
rience to, as she had never experi
enced University housing before.
Towards the end of the spring
semester, the Office of Residence
Life announced th at it would again
be using the Clifton branch of the
Wellesley Inn as a fall housing
option. Students seemed to appreci
ate the advanced notice th at the
hotel will be an option.
Hotel resident and sophomore
communications major Jenna
Lawson said the only reason she
would live in the hotel again would
be if her only other option was a
triple room in a residence hall.
“The one good thing about living
in a hotel is th at you share your
bathroom with ju st one other per
son,” Lawson said. “The worst thing
is living on Route 3.”

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

Village Director Chris Kueretich (center) oversaw housing sign-ups for
the 2005-2006 academic year in the Abbott and Costello building.

Lawson said th at the Office of
Residence Life needs to stop accept
ing so many students if they are
unable to house them properly.
A fter recovering from the
introduction of hotel housing, the
Ban Seniors
departm ent announced th at tri
pling rooms in The Village and
Clove Road apartm ents was under
Use Hotels
consideration due to an extreme
overcrowding in housing facilities.
Overcrowding is, in part, due to
a new guarantee made by Montclair
State. The Office of Residence Life
guaranteed housing to all incoming
freshmen who applied for residence
and
submitted a housing depos
” 1
it by the May 1, 2004 deadline.
Unexpectedly, many incoming stu
dents m et th at requirement.
In addition to the increased
number of incoming students, there
was a 10 percent increase in the
number of returning resident stu
dents.
According to D irector of
Residence Life Regina Sargent,
tripling can sometimes be to the
students’ advantage, especially
regarding some students’ financial
situations or desire to live with
more than one friend.
Currently, there are 250 tri
ple rooms in traditional residence
halls, which affects 750 students.
N earing the end of the
Stove Miller I The Montclarion
spring
semester, the department
Freshman students Karina Monteagudo (left) and Nicole Zeccarda (right) were two of over 200 students living
in hotels provided by Montclair State as housing.
5 announced th at it would only be

The Montclarion asked 140 random students, how
can Resident Life improve the campus housing
process?
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implementing triple rooms in the
Clove Road complex, which, accord
ing to Residence Life, successfully
housed 85 to 90 triples two years
ago.
Recognizing th a t the Clove
Road apartm ents have specific
physical factors th at needed to be
addressed, Sargent said the com
plex has recently received some
upgrades, which included new fur
niture, carpet, kitchen appliances,
reinforced stairwells and a paint
job. Last summer’s upgrade cost
approximately $1.4 million.
Housing sign-ups for fall place
ments angered some students when
Residence Life officials dashed
th eir hopes for specific housing
assignment.
Sign-ups, according to fresh m an
K atrina Nichols, were completely
unorganized.
“Residence Life had me r u n n in g
around from table to table because
the paperwork and application
process wasn’t handled properly,”
Nichols said.
“They lost my paperwork and
now Fm forced to live in the hotel.
It’s ridiculous th at freshmen get
to live oh campus and sophomores
don’t. Sophomores don’t have
enough credits to get a space over
juniors and freshmen are automati
cally guaranteed a spot.”

C lassified s: 27
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The Police
Report:
Underage Drinking and Thefts
Top Campus Crime Report

4/06/05 - Tony S. Williams, 19, of Newark,
was charged and waiting a court date in
Clifton Municipal Court for the damage
done to the sprinkler system in Bohn Hall.
4/08/05 - A female resident student
of Clove Road Apartments reported to
police that her cell phone was stolen from
her purse while she was sitting outside
the apartments. This case is under inves
tigation.
4/08/05 - A faculty member reported
that three bags of donated clothing for
the homeless shelter of Bergen County
was stolen from Dickson Hall. This case is
under investigation.
4/10/05 - A female non-student from
Garfield reported that a credit card in her
deceased mother's name was being used
and the merchandise was being shipped
to Montclair State University. This case is
under investigation.
4/11/05 - James C. Munson, 20, of
Neshanic Station, was charged with
underage possession of alcohol and
is awaiting a court date in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
4/11/05 - Timothy J. Craux, 19, of Howell;
Karl Girolamo, 19, of Howell; Nicole E.
Hoekstra, 19, of Emerson; Thomas R.
Pacific, 20, of Pennsauken; and Natalie
Lugo, 19, of Haworth, were charged
with underage consumption of alcohol.
Stephanie L. Ellis, 21, of Keyport, was
charged with serving alcohol to minors.
All are awaiting a court date in Clifton
Municipal Court.
4/11/05 - A female resident student of
Williams Hall charged her ex-boyfriend,
David R. Cifelli, 20, of Kearny, with harass
ment. He is awaiting a court date in Little
Falls Municipal Court.
4/12/05 - A femaje resident student of
Blanton Hall reported that she was being
harassed over the phone by a male
resident student. No charges are being
pressed at this time.
4/12/05 - University Police are investi
gating a letter that was returned to
the University because it had an invalid
address on the envelope. The letter inside
had a forged signature of the University
President. Charges are pending further
investigation.
4/12/05 - Schindler Elevator Corp. report
ed that damage was done to the elevator
control panels in Kasser Theatre. This case
is under investigation.
4/13/05 - A male resident student of Bohn
Hall reported that his wallet was stolen
from the second floor area of Bohn Hall.
This case is under investigation.

Anyone w h o has inform ation regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from an y campus phone a t T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

NEWS

MSU Campus Calenda
THURSDAY 21

;

MONDAY 25

How America Eats: Health
and Weight Management
Implications, SC 411, 9:30 a.m.
- 3:30 p.m.

Spring Week: Choctail Party,
SC Ballrooms, 12 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Çaribso: Bob Marley Social, SC
Ratt, 8 p.m._______________

Greek Week: Competition,
SC Quad, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

TUESDAY 26

ISO: Foreign Movie Night, SC
Commuter Lounge, 7 p.m.

Spring Week: Real World
Speakers, SC Ballrooms, 7:30
p.m.

FRIDAY 22

PLAYERS: Cabaret Night, SC
Annex 126,8 p.m.

Greek Week: Trophy
Presentations, SC Quad, 1 p.m.

Day of Physics, SC Quad, 10
a.m. - 3 p.m.
Conversation Cafe, Drop-In
Center, 12-1 p.m.

SATURDAY 23

The Consul, Gian Carlo Menotti,
Kasser Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Price Is Right, SC Ballrooms,
3 -6 p.m.
Student Conversations with the
President, DI Cohen Lounge, 7
- 8 p.m.

SUNDAY 24

Players Masical: Six Women
with Brain, Death, or Expiring
Minds Want to Know,
SC Annex 126, 8 p.m.

Local News

Student Chamber Ensembles,
MC Recital Hall, 1 p.m.

MSiB—

i

- RHA recieved a $100
appropriation.
- MSU received a Class
II charter.
-

The

Montclarion,

L.A .S .O , and N orm al
Review ‘05-’06 budgets
passed.
- C.L.U.B received a ser
vice ch arte r renewal.

Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

Corrections
The Montclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.
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Classifieds
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C a ll 973-655-5237
For More Information
Advertising Policy
The M ontclarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied: After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection._______________
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NEWARK - Newark police
will take over two apartm ents
at Baxter Terrace, a troubled
public housing complex in the
Central Ward, to create a sub
station.
Mayor Sharpe James said
police are coming in at the
request of the city's housing
authority. Last year, the com
plex was the site of several kill
ings, including a Christmas Day
shooting th at left one man dead
and four others injured.
“Housing authority security
has not done due diligence in

giving residents the security
they want,” James said after
the city’s anti-violence summit
meeting. “We are going in. DDay!”
IRVINGTON - An Irvington
woman has admitted stealing
more th at $240,000 from an
Elizabeth company, where she
worked as a bookkeeper, and to
using some of the money to buy
a 2004 Suzuki automobile.
Andrea Diggs-Paterson, 32,
of South 20th Street, pleaded
guilty Monday to second-degree

National News
DENVER, CO - Fundraising
has stalled for a memorial to
victims of the 1999 Columbine
High School shootings, and
organizers may have to con
sider a redesign of. the $2.5
million project.
, The design calls for a memo
rial covering an acre on a hill
above the school enclosed by
12-foot-high walls and includes
tributes written by the victims’
families. Water running over
the walls would mute outside
noise.
The committee will decide in
July whether to continue with

theft and third-degree forgery
in connection with the thefts
between September 2003 and
September 2004 from her
employer, Magnolia Beef Co.,
F irst Assistant Union County
Prosecutor Albert Cemadas Jr.
said yesterday.
Diggs-Paterson faces up to
five years in prison when she is
sentenced Sept. 30 by Superior
Court Judge James Heimlich in
Elizabeth.
SOUTH ORANGE - The South
Orange-Maplewood Board of

Education has voted to renew
the contract of Renee Pollack,
the principal of Columbia High
School.
The54-year-oldSouth Orange
resident has led Columbia High
School in Maplewood since 2002.
Critics have called her an abra
sive leader who has dragged
down the morale of the teachers
and more than 2,000 students.
She was named in a lawsuit
for allegedly making derogatory
rem arks about minority stu
dents during a cafeteria fight in
2003.

CO M PILED BY CHANTAL GABE

th at design or scale down plans
to begin construction sooner.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK,
CA - A $13.5 million restora
tion project a t Yosemite Falls
offers tourists wider trails and
a larger viewing area to observe
the highest waterfall in North
America.
The restoration also included
removing dilapidated buildings
and exhaust-belching buses and
repairing crumbling trails.
The waterfall, among the
most visited spots in Yosemite

International News
VATICAN CITY - Pope Benedict
XVI outlined goals for papacy
Wednesday including unifica
tion of all Christians, continu
ing the reforms of the Second
Vatican Council and reaching
out to people of other faiths.
Still adjusting to his new role
as head of the Roman Catholic
Church, the pope acknowledged
th at he was experiencing feel
ings of “inadequacy and an
inner quiet,” but professed
a “profound gratitude toward
God.”

—

SGA Notes

WEDNESDAY 27

OSAU: Gospel Choir Concert,
SC Ballrooms, 6-10 p.m.

www.themontclarion.org

■a

National Park, draws 3.5 mil
lion visitors annually, officials
say.

SAN FRANCISCO - Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger said Tuesday
the nation’s policy on prevent
ing illegal immigration is too
lax, telling a group ofnewspaper
publishers the United States
needs to “close the borders.”
“The governor has talked
before about the need to ensure
th at immigrants are put on a
path toward fully participating
in California’s economy,” spoke-

woman Margita Thompson said.
“But he feels they need to enter
the country the right way and
m ust not undermine important
security issues. He feels that
the border needs to be secure.”

courtesy of cnn.com

m
COM PILED BY C H A I O Ì «

MOSCOW - U.S. Secretary
of State Condoleeza Rice has
denied th at the Bush admin
istration’s policy of promoting
freedom and democracy around
the world is aimed at “fomenting
revolution” but praised efforts
by people in other countries to
“throw off the yoke of tyranny.”
Rice called Belarus, a former
Soviet Republic country th at is
now independent, “truly still the
last remaining true dictatorship
in the heart of Europe” and said
she would hope “th at you would
begin to see some democratic

development.”
BEIJING - For the first time,
Beijing has spoken out against
the anti-Japanese demonstra
tions, urging the public to
refrain from participating in
non-state approved rallies, and
to m aintain the peace.
“Do not participate in unap
proved marches and other activ
ities and do not do anything that
will affect the social stability.
Express yourselves calmly, ratio
nally, and in an orderly fashion,”
China’s Foreign M inister Li
Zhapxing said, according to the

Associated Press.
BAGHDAD - Iraqi officials
found more than 50 bodies in
the Tigris River and 20 soldiers
shot to death west of the capital,
officials said.
Irag President Jalal Talabani
said the bodies were people who
had been held hostage earlier
this week in Madain, a village
south of Baghdad.
Security forces searched
Madain early Sunday, conduct
ing door-to-door searches for the
hostages, Iraqi police sources
said.

www.themontclarion.org
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St u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t A s s o c ia t io n

RHA wanted to hold a forum where stu
dents could obtain information about campus
programs and services, Sargent said. They
The Student Government Association has had a year of triumphs across campus,
called the program ‘We’ve Got Issues,’ and
successful police changes and controversy which caused division among members
she asked that the format of the program
be altered so that it would be seen as more
of the Executive Board.
educational and positive in nature.
According to Johnson, the forum, meant
to be a place where students could voice resi
dent concerns, was shut down by
SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut
Residence Life.
started the 2004-2005 academic year
“If we brought up those concerns,
with a student address filled with
God forbid, Residence Life would
high hopes find a new vision for
have to work on them,” Johnson
the student government of Montclair
said.
State University.
Another forum within the RHA
With plans to launch an online
that caused conflict between the
book-swap, where students could
organization and Residence Life
trade textbooks among themselves
was intended to serve the stu
for the price of their choosing, the
dent staff members of the housing
SGA wished to save students money
department, Johnson said.
and a major inconvenience. The
“It is inappropriate for RHA to
launch, intended for December, never
get involved in issues of employ
occurred.
ment,” Sargent said. “If a Resident
While some of his proposals for
Assistant has a particular concern
the University were not completed,
about his or her supervisor and
others, such as a recycling program
does not feel comfortable address
and new advertisement revenue poli
ing it with that individual, they
cies for The Montclarion and WMSC,
have the opportunity to meet
were implemented.
with Carlyle Lawrence [Assistant
True controversy didn’t surface
Director of Residence Life].”
until the end of the fall semester, when (left to right) Angelo Lilia, Amy Chicken, Dave Kois and Stephanie Sattelberger promise to serve the stu
Now, as an organization within
Hudnut announced his decision to dents of Montclair State in their 2005-2006 term on the SGA executive board.
the SGA, RHA will have the experi
accept the resignation of SGA book
ence to learn on its own, free from
keeper, Salikha Berkovich, after she made
dominion of any administrative office, states
an attem pt to rescind her resignation.
“I didn’t think it was in the SGA’s best during the 2002-2003 year under Chris the RHA constitution.
interest, in term s of its integrity, to continue Fitzpatrick as president of the SGA was
“As a part of the SGA, RHA will be free
working with someone who has expressed the fun.”
from what I call a dictatorship,” Johnson
desire to move on,” Hudnut said. “Salikha’s
Throughout the past year, organizations said.
“The decision that was
decision to pursue other opportunities sad of the SGA were not without their share of
Nearing the end of the semester, elections
made wasn’t communi
dens many in the SGA, but overall we wish news. Some were bom and some fought to went smoothly and the new members of the
the best of luck in her new endeavors.”
stay alive.
Executive Board were announced on April 6.
cated effectively with the herAfter
Hudnut made the announcement
The Residence Hall Association, once an
Angelo Lilia, as president, Amy Chicken,
to accept her resignation, members of other organization in association with the Office as vice president, David Kois, as treasurer,
Executive Board...”
organizations voiced their dissenting opin of Residence Life, was added as an executive and Stephanie Sattleberger, as secretary,
ions.
branch of the SGA. will begin their term s this summer.
M att W ilder
Hillel board member
RHA, comprised
Lilia said he attributes his team’s success
SGA treasurer
David Holowitz said that
of representatives to the teamwork that went into the cam
Hudnut should have con
from each of the paign, which included free giveaways such as
sulted the rest of the SGA
residence
halls, bottled water, donuts and coffee, beach balls
Berkovich subm itted. her resignation
executive board about the
works to bring forth and candy.
to Hudnut, informing him that her last
issue.
ideas as to how the
“It isn’t about how much money we spent
workday would be Jan. 1, 2005. She later
“At the meeting, Matt
residence program on the campaign,” Lilia said. “It’s about how
wrote a letter to Hudnut, which said that
Wilder [treasurer] and
can be improved, much effort we spent reaching out to the stu
her original resignation was submitted in
Abby Gildersleeve [secre
said Director of dents. This is just a small taste of what is to
“haste and frustration” and that “it was
tary] seemed to display
Residence
Life come next year.”
[her] sincere desire to continue to serve the
that they disagreed with
Regina Sargent.
Chicken said, “I am very happy to have
students of MSU.”
the way the situation was
The union of the been elected as a student body representa
Growing frustrations with the work
handled,” Holowitz said.
two organizations tive.”
place environment of the SGA office are,
Wilder said, “the decicame after RHA
“I wasn’t worried about who would win,”
according to Berkovich, what ultimately led
sion that was made wasn’t communicated announced its split with Residence Life due Chicken said. “I had confidence in the can
to her decision to resign.
effectively with the Executive Board, as it to disagreements between RHA President didates. It’s the candidates’ enthusiasm and
According to Berkovich, Hudnut did not
should have been.”
Pierre Johnson and Sargent.
dedication that make student life enjoyable
acknowledge, verbally or in writing, her let
At her farewell party in December,
At an RHA meeting in December, Johnson and I’m glad I had the opportunity to run
ter requesting to m aintain the position th a t. Berkovich said she “would like to see more said the executive board of RHA had no con with them.”
she had held for eight years.
smiles in the SGA. Working in the office trol over their organization.

T h e Montclarion a s k e d 125 ra n d o m
s tu d e n ts , a re y o u sa tisfie d w ith th e
S G A e le c tio n re su lts?

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

SGA bookkeeper Salikha Berkovich, left her position after the her attempt to withdrawl her resignation was not
successful.

Didn't
follow
the election
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G r e e k l if e
Greek and Social Fellowships at Montclair State became the center of SGA dis
cussion when Delta Chi members were charged with hazing and Greek Council
Advisor Hayden Greene was voted out of his position, and then back in again.
more to this situation
than what’s being said,”
While some organizations had a healthy
Andre said. “Hayden
relationship with the SGA, Delta Chi, a
did a good job in his role
Class IV fraternity of the SGA, fought to “I do not see the
keep its organization on campus after a Council’s actions as a
as advisor.”
Without an advisor,
group of Delta Chi members were arrested
sign of inconsistency,
and charged with hazing last November.
the Greek Council was
The 19 members found trespassing in the
required to hold emer
Wildcat Ridge Wildlife Management area, but rather a sign of
gency meetings until
with a beer keg and a bonfire, faced charges growth..
they found Greene’s
on and off campus.
replacement.
Though Rockaway Township ultimately
Ron Botelho, SGA
dropped all charges against the young men, Ralph Andre
vice president and
Phi Beta Sigma member
member of Theta Xi,
they faced fines and limited jail time.
addressed the group
In addition to charges pressed by
Dominique w iison i in e Montcianon
Rockaway Township, the Department of lesson and are currently trying to repair any after they voted to dis
Environment Protection cited each member damage that has been done to the organiza miss their advisor.
Hayden Greene returned to his position of Greek Council advisor
with illegal possession of alcohol in a wildlife tion’s name.
“Greek
organiza this semester after being voted out by members of the Greek
management area and entering the area
The organization’s charter was renewed tions need to make sure community.
after legal hours,” DEP Spokeswoman Erin for the 2005-2006 academic year by the SGA they move on and put
on April 6.
Phalon said.
down the desire to make
While the Delta Chi incident made local each other look foolish,”
The regulations include restricted hours
between 9 p.m. and 5 a.m. in which no per newspapers and broadcast stations, it was Botelho said. “Greek
son, without the written consent from the not the only Greek-related incident to receive Council will not be seen
Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife, may attention this year.
as a viable body if we
enter the reservation.
Greek Council, an executive branch of the are having emergency
The group was discovered shortly after SGA, voted not to re-appoint Hayden Greene meetings for the next
midnight when officers saw the glow of the as their advisor and were without an advisor week or so.”
bonfire from the street, Rockaway officials for four months before electing him back to
SGA President Jacob
his position.
said.
V. Hqdnut said that, as a
Members of the Greek community were professional, Greene has
Immediately after the arrests, MSU sus
pended the organization.
reportedly dissatisfied with the quality not ignored any mes
“The University’s restrictions' of the orga of Greene’s work in advising the Council. sages that were rooted
nization will remain in effect until a deter According to Heston Moy, member of Groove in last semester’s failed
mination is made about their status by Phi Groove, Greene had not been fulfilling vote.
the SGA,” said Vice President for Student his role as advisor.
“I do not see the
Development and Campus Life Karen
“I feel as though Greene favors certain Council's actions as a
organizations over others and he should give sign of inconsistency,
Pennington.
On campus, in a separate SGA hearing, equality to all 33 Greek organizations,” Moy but rather as a sign
of healthy growth and
Delta Chi pleaded guilty to all charges under said.
While some members of Greek organiza development,” Hudnut
a plea bargain and avoided the SGA’s legal
charges. The bargain included 200 hours of tions said that Greene showed favoritism, said.
community service and to provide an anti others, such as Jonathon Scott and Ralph
After returning to
Dominique Wilson l The Montcianon
hazing workshop for the MSU community. If Andre, of Phi Beta Sigma, said that, “favorit the position, Greene said
he is looking forward to a Nineteen members of Delta Chi fraternity attended court
the fraternity does not follow or complete the ism is a big misconception.”
terms of their agreement by Dec. 2,2005 the
“I hate to say conspiracy, but there’s a lot very productive semester. in Rockaway Township after being charged with hazing and
underage drinking.
organization’s charter will be
in jeopardy again.
In addition to the plea
agreement with the SGA,
Vice President of Student
Development and Campus Life
Karen Pennington said that
individual members charged
with a violation have the
opportunity for judicial hear
ings with the University.
“The University judicial
policy allows for penalties up
to and including expulsion for
students charged and found
responsible for hazing viola
tions,” Pennington said.
According to the Vice
President of Delta Chi, Gary
Dominicus, Brian Lubliner,
the organization’s president,
was expelled for his involve
ment.
“It’s ridiculous that Brian
was expelled,” Dominicus said.
■“He was the best president and
the University should have
waited to take action until
after things with the SGA
and Rockaway Township were
resolved.”
Dominicus said that, while
the ordeal had been difficult,
he and other members of the
uommique w iison i in e monicianon
organization are trying to
show that they’ve learned a Brian Lubliner (right), former president of Delta Chi, attends a Greek Council meeting prior to his expulsion from the University for his involvement in
the hazing events of the organization’s initiation night.

www.themontclarion.ofg
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C a m p u s p a r k in g a n d C o n s t r u c t io n
On a campus that’s constantly changing, Montclair State University has completed ongoing con
struction projects and announced future endeavors that, they hope, will better serve the campus
community.

MSU continued to grow this year, as con
struction projects were completed and future
plans were announced.
Celebrating its Grand Opening Gala on
Oct. 7 with a presentation of The Forbidden
Christmas, starring world-renowned danc
er and actor M ikhail Baryshnikov, the
Alexander Kasser Theater has hosted local
and international entertainm ent for the
MSU community.
The $26 million project can hold up to
499 spectators and, according to Executive
Director for Arts & Cultural Program m ing
Jedediah Wheeler, boasts a very intimate
stage setting that very few theaters have.
Cast members th at perform in the theater
are provided with a green room, complete
with a kitchen and dressing rooms. A star’s
suite dressing room, separate from the oth
ers, has a handicap accessible shower and a
comfortable atmosphere.
While students view the theater as beau
tiful, some, such as senior theater major Lisa
Fidanza, believe theater students of MSU
should have more opportunities to use the
facility.
“While the facility is beautiful, and excit
ing to have on campus, it’s a little dishearten
ing that the students’ use of the theater is so
limited,” Fidanza said.
According to Wheeler, “there is no limit on
the number of performances any department
is allowed to have in the theater.”
In addition to the theater, the New Jersey
Transit Deck opened at the beginning of the
academic year, creating 1,500 parking spots
in lot 28.
NJ Transit has agreed to give students
and faculty of MSU a 30 percent discount
for the first three years of the parking deck’s
existence. After three years, the discount
diminishes to 20 percent, which will remain
in effect for 10 years.
Senior Vice President for Administration,
H arry Schuckel ssud, “the University is very
excited about this deal because this allows
for more access to other parts of New Jersey
as well as New York City.”
Upcoming construction projects at
Montclair State include the creation of a new
$17 million recreation center, renovations to
Panzer Gym, Mallory Hall and Finley Hall,
and the possible launch of a new health cen
ter.
The new recreation center, according to
Keith Fonseca, assistant director of Campus

T he

Montclarion asked

Cherllyn M. Sajorda I The Montclarlon

The new academic building, located behind the Student Center, will house the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences upon completion in the fall of 2006. The five-floor building
will include lecture halls, classroom s and study lounges.

Recreation, will feature 10,000 square feet
of fitness space. Additionally, the center will
house a six-lane swimming pool, two multi
purpose rooms for group fitness, an elevated
indoor track, two basketball courts and two
racquetball courts.
“Studies around the country have shown
th at recreation is a high priority in student
recruitment, retention and overall academic
success,” Fonseca said.
Fonseca said that the center will be the
best and most modern university recre
ation center in New Jersey, and the start
of construction will begin at the end of this
semester, given that the construction bid is
approved.
The new recreation center will be placed
in lot 21 behind Blanton Hall, taking up a
large number of parking spaces. However
the University has also announced plans to
develop a new parking deck.
The new parking deck is being built to
demonstrate the University’s goal of expand
ing the number of parking and travel options

110 random stud ents, w h ich

available on campus, said Doug Cooper,
director of Architectural and Engineering
Services.
Hoping to build the $25 million deck
behind Yogi Berra Stadium, the construction
process is projected to last approximately 18
months. And, although the deck design is in
preliminary stages, it will most likely consist
of Spanish mission-style architecture, simi
lar to the other recently built structures on
campus, Cooper said.
According to Elaine Cooper, director of
Transportation and Parking Services, the
cost of parking in the new garage will not be
determined until the construction expenses
have been finalized.
“I think the new parking deck will be an
improvement,” said Mike Rummel, unde
clared freshman. “However, the students will
be the ones to pay for it in the end.”
While there are plans for new construction
to begin, the University has also announced
that it would be renovating different areas of
the campus.
After the opening of the Red Hawk Deck
and the NJ Transit Deck, parking continues
to pose a problem for Montclair State.

According to Cooper, there are 3,979 gen
eral and residential parking spaces on cam
pus. This academic year, Parking Services
sold 10,049 general permit tags for $57.50
each, up $7.50 from last year.
In addition to charges for student lot per
mits, the department issued 5,620 parking
tickets bringing in a total of $214,549, Elaine
Cooper said.
Students, such as senior m ath major Ryan
Huddy, don’t think they are getting their
money’s worth when it comes to standardized
parking.
“I think if we pay that much for parking,
there should be spaces available and that
the parking decks should be cheaper,” Huddy
said.
Aside from complaints about increased
parking fees and ticketing, there have been
complaints about the lack of space available
in surface lots.
Neha Patel, sophomore biology mqjor, has
arrived late to class numerous times due to
the lack of parking.
“Teachers don’t care th at you couldn’t find
parking,” Patel said. “You’re late and that’s
the way it is.”

co nstruction project do you m ost anticip ate?

6
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Panzer Gym renovations, set to begin this summer, will include improvements to the fitness
center, gym lighting and flooring.
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Student Concerns
Over the course of the last academic year, students voiced their concerns
about campus services including shuttle services, facility problems and the
quality of the Red Hawk Diner.
From a lack ofheat on campus to inconsis
tent shuttle services, the students ofMontclair
State University voiced concerns about the
overall operations of the University.
The start of the spring semester proved
to be a cold one - indoors and out. A lack
of adequate heating in residence halls and
academic buildings sparked complaints to
the Physical Plant, responsible for facilities
operations.
The tem peratures dipped so low that
Wellness Services was forced to close the
Blanton-based Health Center and pipes
across campus burst, causing extensive dam
age.
Walter Watkins, assistant vice president
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon
of Facilities Operations said he blamed the
chill, not on department
incompetence, but on the
aged infrastructure at
MSU.
• “Frigid tem peratures
are severely taxing,”
Watkins said. “The heat
and ventilation staff are
working to effectively and
efficiently m aintain and
operate the systems.”
While investigating
the campus-wide heat
problems, a number of stu
dents raised issues about
the overall timeliness of
work request completion.
Sophomore Ari Frenkel
said it took the Physical
Plant more than a month
to fix a faulty lock that
malfunctioned and locked
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon
him inside his bedroom.
Kristen Vassalo reads between classes, wearing her winter coat indoors to keep
The buildings at MSU warm while areas of the entire campus experienced a lack of heat,
weren’t the only things
reported to be cold this year. Customer ser
vice on shuttle buses and at the Red Hawk
Diner were among student concerns.
Although the department ofTransportation
and Shuttle Services added nine new shuttle
buses to their fleet in January, students
remained apprehensive about the consis
tency of shuttle bus operations.

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon

(left) Wait times at the Red Hawk Diner were among the top of student
complaints this semester, (above) A waiter promptly tends to his custom
ers, an issue that most students have complained about.

In an attem pt to better
the campus shuttle system,
Melvin Little, director of
shuttle services, announced
th at Global Positioning
receivers were fixed to each
bus so that students could
track the location of buses
on their routes.
Through an online track
ing system, students would
be able to see when a shuttle
was coming so they could
catch a bus without having
to wait a prolonged period
of time.
Senior geography major
Brett Hunter said he uses
the GPS before leaving his
Village apartm ent to catch
a shuttle bus.
“There are still some kinks
in the system that need to be
worked out,” Hunter said. “It

doesn’t work well for Macintosh computers.”
Hunter also said that some shuttle drivers
could be rude to passengers.
Sodexho attempted to better serve stu
dents using an adjusted meal plan, which
wad introduced last Sept.
In an attempt to please students, Food
Services began to use a cash equivalency
program that would allow students to swipe
for food items costing up to $3.80 between
the hours of 11 p.m. and 8 a.m.
Additionally, meal plans for the academic
year came with flex dollars that students
could use at any campus food sendee facility
in the same way they would use cash.
According to Andrew Pignataro, liaison of
food service contracts, the flex dollar usage
at the Red Hawk Diner skyrocketed.
“Sodexho and MSU anticipated growth
at the diner after implementing flex dollars,
but participation was much higher than
expected,” Pignataro said.
While students were originally happy
S E E ‘CONCERNS’ ON P. 7

The Montclarion asked 155 random students, what
was your most pressing concern this academic
year?

“The [new] buses smell
good. They’re more
comfortable and quiet.
I’m very satisfied with
the services.”

8
Academics

50
Diner Services

Johnny DeAngelis
Sophom ore, history major

Senior early childhood education major,
Christina Remilev said that, while the new
shuttles are more aesthetically pleasing and
provide a smoother ride, she still has to wait
extended periods of time for a shuttle to
arrive.
Although some students have had bad
experiences with shuttle services, others are
excited with the new changes.
Johnny DeAngelis, sophomore history
major, said he thinks the new shuttle buses
are great.
“The buses smell good,” DeAngelis said.
“They’re more comfortable and quiet. I’m
very satisfied with the services.”

12

Facilities

40
Residence Life

Shuttle Services
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CONCERNS
CONTINUED FRO M ,? 6

“[Diner] service is pretty
slow. I like the food, but
the people who work
there aren’t very
friendly.”
Clare Carpenter
Sophom ore, Engish major

with the program, the Red Hawk Diner is
still receiving complaints about customer
service and food, quality after four years of
operations.
“The .service is pretty slow,” said sopho
more English major Clare Carpenter. “I like
the food, but the people who work there aren’t
very friendly.”
Carpenter said she once had to wait for
a diner employee to finish her conversation
before being seated and then, when attem pt
ing to pay, she had to wait for someone to
ring her order up.
One aspect of Pignataro’s duty as liaison
is to work to constantly improve food ser
vices, although he does not directly supervise
Sodexho emplbyees.
Pignataro said that, in an attem pt to
better customer service, Sodexho provided
formal customer service re-training to all
food service staff members, including the
Red Hawk Diner staff over the 2005 spring
break.
In addition to training sessions, Sodexho
employees and Pignataro met recently to dis

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

New shuttles, paid for by the state of New Jersey, arrived on campus last January, giving students hope that services would improve.
However, shuttle services remained a major concern for students throughout the academic year.

cuss the kitchen reconfiguration at the Diner
to better service the high volume of custom
ers. Since the opening in 2001, Pignataro
said the menu has changed to meet the needs
of the campus and the facilities in the diner
need to be adjusted to handle the increase in
customers and provide quicker service.
While the speed of service is high
among student complaints about the eatery,
Pignataro said the number of compliments

C rime Reports
The University Police department works to the fullest extent in
order to investigate and prevent on-campus crime, and the spring
semester proved to be a very active term for UPD officials.

Though University Police are co n stan tly
working on investigations and student issues,
the spring semester held more newsworthy
crimes than usual, ranging from a potential
hate crime to the capture and arrest of both
a Panzer thief and a Panzer peeping-tom.
University Police apprehended a MSU
freshman for allegedly scrawling swastikas
and other racist graffiti on a Bohn Hall
wall.
Timothy Clark, a non-resident at MSU,
was seen among a group of students, with a
marker in his hand, on the floor where the
swastikas were found.
Clark was arrested and charged with
a bias crime, a fourth degree indictable
offense.
According to Vice President of Student
Development and Campus Life Karen
Pennington, the incident created a hostile
educational environment for students and
employees
In response to the act, the Office of
Residence Life held a floor meeting for Bohn
Hall residents.
Jenn Solomon, President of Hillel, the
Jewish student organization at MSU, said a
large number of students attended the meet
ing facilitated by University officials.
“Over 35 residents showed up for the
meeting,” Solomon said. “Out of that group,
only four were Jewish. The non-Jewish pres
ence really opened my eyes and made me feel
comfortable.”
Pennington spoke out about the incident

outweigh the number of complaints.
“Sodexho and I do not view comment
cards as complaints,” Pignataro said. “They
are viewed as feedback. It’s taking that feed
back and implementing it into the operation
to make daily improvements.”
While Pignataro may not be available to
monitor dining facilities at all times, he has
arranged a system to evaluate the services
he cannot monitor himself.

The mystery shopper program is a pro
gram in which students are utilized to
inspect facility services, Pignataro said.
Throughout the duration of their visit
to the dining facility, students will observe
different aspects of their surroundings
based on a questionnaire provided to them.
In exchange for being a mystery shopper,
Pignataro has offered to add five free meals
to their meal plan.

The Montclarion asked
68 random students, do
you feel safe on
campus?

and a potential solution to reccurring hate
crimes on campus.
“What we can do is continue to educate
students about their responsibilities on a
m ulticultural campus to understand and
work together with people who might be dif
ferent from themselves,” Pennington said.
“Unfortunately, [it] can never be guaranteed
th at this type of situation [won’t] occur.”
The fact that there are never any guar
antees was proven once again in late March
when another incident of vandalism was
reported to University Police.
Graffiti was found on a bulletin board
assigned to the Arabic Student Organization.
The writing, according to Sgt. Kieran Barrett,
referred to Islamic m ilitant and spiritual
Duffy, 32, was also arrested for criminal
activity in Panzer Gym. In March, Duffy
was charged with theft for items including a
“Security should be
watch, a camcorder, and cell phones and, as
a result, could face up to $10,000 in fines and
better. People shouldn’t possible
jail time.
The discovery of a camcorder found film
be permitted to walk
ing in the men’s locker room led to the arrest
in off the streets.”
of Samuel Jenio, a 41-year-old not affiliated
with the University. The video footage, which
showed men showering, resulted in a harass
Isaiah Davenport
ment charge for Jenio.
Basketball player, sociology m ajor
The arrest of both the thief and the peepster in Panzer Gym led to concerns about
campus safety and security.
Basketball player Isaiah Davenport said,
organizations and may be biased in nature.
“security .in thé building should be better.
MSU commuter student, Christopher People shouldn’t be permitted to walk in off

38

YES
the streets.”
James Koisor, another basketball player,
said he was glad he didn’t use the showers
and expressed his own concern for campus
safety.
Neither Davenport or Koisor had been
informed of the incident by members of the
adm inistration.Director of Athletics Holly Gera said the
building is used by a variety of athletic
teams, students, faculty, alumni, accompa
nied guests, and spectators, making it dif
ficult to track every person who might be
using the facility.
“We always do our best to address any
safety or security concerns that we might.
have and work in conjunction with University
Police whenever this is the case,” Gera said.
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One More Night For Red Hawk Pride
Last Friday’s Red Hawk Nite Provided Games, Prizes, Food, Fun for Students
Jeremy Slagle
Feature Editor

ed Hawk Pride. It is something that
the campus community has been lack
ing over the past few years. However,
the office of Student Activities, in conjunction
with the Student Government Association
and its respective organizations, brought an
old idea for an event to get students back onto
campus, having a good time together.
Last Friday, the Student Center was
taken over with' dozens of activities provided
by participating organizations. In Ballrooms
A and B, there was a massive inflatable box-

R

“While this year there
were only two Red Hawk
Nights per semester, next
year there will be Red
Hawk Nites every month.”
Ju lie Flem ing
Evening and Weekend Program Coordinator

ing ring where students could put on super
sized gloves and spar with each other.
In the same room, hidden away in a comer
was a skit-ball game. Its presence reminded
students of the N.J. Boardwalk.
In Ballroom B, paint, glue, glitter, and

other decorating devices let students regress
to their younger years in an elementary
school a rt class. Students designed small
flowerpots, Japanese-style hand fans, and
door hangers. In Ballroom C, students sang
karaoke to their favorite pop, rap, and rock
songs.
Senior graphic design major Jackie Bravo
is a veteran participant in Red Hawk Nites.
“Compared to other Red Hawk Nites, this
•one didn’t have as many students,” she com
mented. “[However] I do feel th at the overall
atmosphere was very energetic and pleas
ant.”
If the mood struck you for food, you were
definitely in the right place. Just a few steps
out of the Ballrooms, was a street-style hot
dog cart with hot dogs, soda, and condi
ments.
Next to the car was a table full of flavored
and colored sugar, like the kind found ,in
Pixie Sticks. Everyone was able to make
their own; using a mini test tube and the
several flavors.
Freshm an theater studies major Alanna
Egan had food on her mind th at night. “I
loved the hot dog lady,” she said. “She was so
nice and gave me all the food I could eat.”
Right down past the information desk
in the student center, Director of Student
Leadership Programs Rick Brown, along
with rotating partners Assistant Director of
Campus Activities Greg Brown and Student
Activities Scheduling Coordinator Kathleen
Costello, ran the sign-up table, which had

Sun and Your Skin
Tips to Keep Skin Cancer Out of Your Life
pancreas cancer combined. Skin cancer is on
the rise among people of all ages, including
college-age students, according to the ACS
“Wear sunscreen. I f I could offer you only website.
one tip for the future, sunscreen would be
We are not as invincible as we once
it. The long-term benefits o f sunscreen have thought we were. Priscilla Becker, a 22been proved by scientists, whereas the rest o f year-old student a t MSU, can speak of her
m y advice has no basis more rehable than m y brother’s best friend’s, encounter with skin
own meandering experience.”
cancer.
-“Something for Everybody” by Boz
“He was 14 when he was diagnosed with
Luhrm ann
cancer and he had to have surgery to remove
it,” Becker said. “There’s still the scar on his
ree all remember th a t song back. His doctor told him it was ju st from
“Something for Everybody” by Baz having sunburn in the summer as a child.”
Luhrm ann with the small pieces Clearly, even people as young as 14 are faced
of advice like wearing sunscreen. However, with this epidemic.
despite the great credits Luhrm ann gives
The disease is prevalent, even among our
to sunscreen, it seems, according to the peers, so what can we do about this disease?
American Cancer Society (ACS), th at it just First, we must become acquainted with what
doesn’t do the job anymore.
it is, and then try to comply with forms of
There are more than 1 million cases of prevention and detection.
skin cancer diagnosed every year in the
Cancer begins at the cellular level.
United States. That’s more than prostate, Normally, cells grow and divide to form new
breast, lung, colon, uterus, ovarian, and cells when the body requires them. When
cells grow old, they die and
are replaced by new cells.
Cancer occurs when some
thing goes wrong in this pro
cess.
New cells form when they
are not needed, and the old
cells refuse to die. This sur
plus of cells can form a mass
of tissue th at may grow into
a tumor.
Not all tumors are cancerqus. Non-cancerous tumors
are referred to as benign,
courtesy of discount-indoor-tanningtotions.com Benign tumors are rarely
Small mellenomas can become cancerous if preventative
life-threatening, fairly easy
Samantha Avallone
S ta ff Writer
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m easures, like wearing sunblock, are not taken.

to remove and seldom ^
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For a real challenge, friends could challenge each other to best out of three matches on
the game seen above. While the idea of getting two balls in the basket seem s simple, one
pull from the bungee chord could send you flying back 10-15 feet.

chances to win an MP3 player for over $300.
Covering their table were childhood toys from
Rubik cubes to temporary tattoos to plastic
wristbands.
Brown was also in charge of the painstak
ingly im portant task of ordering the pizza
for the adm inistrative staff to eat during the
event. “I ordered the pizza to keep up staff
morale levels,” he stated.
Strolling into the cafeteria, students saw
another inflatable game, where two people
faced each other in a race to score two baskets
iq a m iniature basketball game.
That seems easy, but there’s some catches.
Both players are attached to the center of the
device by a bungee like harness th at snapped
them back as soon as they made a basket,
causing most to fall over after their first
attem pt at scoring.
Without question, the most popular room
during the whole event was the airbrush
room in Café C. Dozens of students waited up
to an hour on line to get clothes, hats, or other
things airbrushed.
At times, the line was so long it filled the
entire room and then spread out the door.
In Café B, the lines weren’t as long, but the
service was ju st as good.

Director of Student Activities Fatima
DeCarvalho served up hungry students
fresh movie-style popcorn and cotton candy.
Evening and Weekend Program Coordinator
Julie Fleming stood guard at the nacho sta
tion before wandering to other staff to help
run tables.
Fleming was also the coordinator for
all of the Red Hawk Nites. She spoke very
candidly about it. “The event was fantastic,”
she said. “While this year there were only
two Red Hawk Nites per semester, next year
there will be Red Hawk Nites every month.”
When asked where the ideas for having
Red Hawk Nites came from she said, “Other
institutions do sim ilar events and I learned
about it at a conference. However, the events
would never go on without all of the organi
zations and students to volunteer.”
Moving on to the third floor ofthe Student
Center, there was a place to relax and play
board games like Scrabble and checkers.
This large open space also provided a place
to Sit and relax in the frenzied atmosphere of
the event.
As one rose to the fourth floor in the

back. Most importantly, they do not spread to
other tissues and organs of the body.
Spreading is the danger of m alignant, or
cancerous tumors. It should be noted, though,
th at benign tumors th at are not removed can
develop into m alignant tumors.
While m alignant tum ors can also be
removed, they have a tendency to grow back.
These cells may spread and damage tissues
and organs of the body. Cancer cells may
also break away from the original tumor and
enter the blood stream , spreading to other
parts of the body.
There are two basic types of skin cancer:
nonmelanomas (basal cell carcinoma and
squamous cell carcinoma) and melanomas.
Studies have shown th at reducing expo
sure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation decreases
the probability of developing nonmelanoma
forms of skin cancer.
Typically UV rays are associated with
the sun, but artificial sources are found in
tanning booths and sunlamps. Some people
attem pt to lim it sun exposure through the
use of sunscreen but have false impressions
about sunscreen.
First, sunscreen does not give you total

protection. When using an SPF 15 and
applying it correctly, you get the equivalent
of one minute of burning UV rays for each
15 minutes you spend in the sun. So, eight
hours in the sun wearing SPF 15 sunscreen
is the same as spending 32 minutes unpro
tected.
Some areas of the body, such as the nose
and lips may "need extra protection. Often
times people forget to apply sunscreen to
areas such as the ears.
Typically, most products recommend that
the lotion be applied 20 to 30 minutes prior
to exposure. When applying, pay particular
attention to your face, ears, hands, and
arms, and generously coat the skin th at is
not covered by clothing.
If you’re wearing insect repellant or
makeup, sunscreen should be applied before
those products. There are also certain types
of makeup on the m arket th at contain sun
block. Most sunscreens should be applied
every two hours, and even more frequently
if you are swimming or sweating.
Wearing sunscreen lim its the exposure
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An Age of No Stability and Comfort
Shyness During Sex and a Lack of Indépendance Hinder Loving Relationships
This is a sad realization, but it seems that
Dear G.M.,
I was recently dating this guy who was many people set an official time for when
obsessed with my age, which didn't really they should be m arried by. If they’re past
make sense to me. I'm 22 and he's 26, so I th at point, they become desperate and are on
a mad quest to find “the one.”
didn't think there was that big of a differ
How pitiful is that? If
ence. Everything seemed to be going well,
•
I
it
were
as easy as getting a
and then out of nowhere he called me and
•
tidy,
neatly
packaged per
told me that he thought we should
son,
then
this journey
stop seeing each
for
true
and
meaning
other. He cited
ful
connection
would
the follow/">
mean
nothing.
ing reasons
Yet,
unfortu
for breaking
nately many people
up with me:
believe th at it is just
A) I'm on an unstable
th at easy. If they con
career path since I'm going into
jure up the list of perfect
teaching. B) I'm not independent
qualities then it is noth
enough because I still live with my parents.
ing more than an inter
C) I'm not going to be where he needs me to
viewing process.
be three years from now. Are any of these
If you go out on a few dates, ask
valid excuses, or was he just trying to figure
out how to get out of having a relationship all the right questions, have some kind of
sexual interaction, and introduce the per
with me?
spective candidate to a few official members
~C. L. Wow! F irst of all I would like to say this
man is an arrogant, pompous, self-righteous
idiot! Send him a thank you card in the mail
as soon as you get a chance for breaking it
off with you when he did. He saved you a life
time of calculated and artificial interaction.
Anyone who would ramble off a list of rea
sons why you aren’t the one is either too full
of him self to see his own error or ju st lacking
interpersonal skills completely.
This man obviously had an agenda and
apparently you weren’t part of it, but there
are certainly much more gentle ways to say
it.

of the board (i.e. friends, parents, etc.), then
you are on the right track to finding a per
spective mate.
Let us remember, there are several rounds
in the interviewing process, and you are
likely to be cut at any given time, most often
without fair warning.
This is a sick and twisted process and is
a most bizarre and unauthentic practice of
dating. Trust me, if the man is this methodi
cal, you wouldn’t have wanted to be the last
candidate standing.
This has nothing to do with you and
everything to do with him. You didn’t fit his
criteria, plain and simple. The crap about

Resident Assistant

H H P q RA is a genderless job.
■ffturally, Male Residents connect with male RAs, because sometimes women
don't understand men... And, of course, men sometimes don't understand girls.
This is why having a balance of both genders is so important.
Without mentioning all the good stuff about being a RA: Getting to know eve
rybody in the hall, being respected as a leader and of course the free single
room.
* I f you are a man interested in becoming a RA this f a l l , please contact th e O ffice of Resi
dence Life at (973) 655 -5208.
Check our website http://www.montclair.edu/reslife/racaapplication.htm

you being on an unstable career path is asi
nine, since teaching is one of the most stable
careers out there.
Apparently, he was either looking for a
Suzie Homemaker to breed his perfect little
family or the female form of Donald Trump
to rake in incredibly large amounts of cash.
Teachers certainly don’t match up to that
description.
The garbage about you not being indepen
dent enough was merely a comment on the
idea th at he felt you weren’t responsible in
your role of domestication yet. His idiotic per
ception of where you are going to be in three
years was solely based on your age and his
doubt th at you would be ready to get m arried
at the age of 25.
I have only three guesses as to where he
will be three years from now: m arried to
the wrong woman and miserable, divorced, to do completely with you. You may be feel
or still pitifully alone interviewing for Mrs. ing guilty about your sexual encounters or
desires and therefore are prohibiting yourself
Right!
from expressing yourself to the degree you
need to.
If this is the case, then you need to exam
Dear G.M.,
I'm having a problem with this guy I'm ine your feelings of guilt and apprehension.
sleeping with. He thinks I'm not interested If you are not comfortable with the idea of
in him because I don't moan when we're having sex, then you shouldn’t be having it.
having sex. Frankly, I don't react that much. Sex cannot be fulfilling or gratifying if you
It has nothing to do with me not being feel like you are doing the wrong thing.
interested. It has everything to do with me
This issue of embarrassment can be stem
being Uncomfortable with making those ming from several things. Perhaps you are
noises and expressing myself sexually. It's uncomfortable with your body. If you are
just embarrassing. What should I do?
constantly thinking about what your partner
is thinking about you, then you are not going
~K.C.~ *
to be able to relax.
This will make you tense, and there is no
F irst of all, you have to decide whether
this is because you aren’t comfortable with
S E E ‘LOVE LU ST’ ON P. 1 1
your partner or if this is something th at has
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Prepping For Finals

IV F

Making Time For End-of-Semester Tasks

New Jersey

o f

FINAL P re p W e e k GAME PLAN
. Sun
work 17
on
project
work 24
on
project

M on

Tues

W ed

T h u rs

Fn

Sat

Work on Hist and Phil paper even/ n iq h t- 1.2 hours each
29
28 Math
Exam 4
Work on Hist and Phil paper even/ niqht -1.2 hours,each

work 30
on
project

19

25

20

French

Phil

Exam

Exam

10

21

27

26

2 Hist
3 Phil
work 1 Econ
Project
Paper
Paper
on
project
Study for Mâth/Econ Exam
8

1

work 23
on
project

18

22

4

7
H
B
Math/Econ
Exam
Study for last 3 exams I
*
Refresh
notes
after class
11

Hist

* Don't study on em pty stom ach

Exam

* Ask professor for help if needed
** DURING FINAL EXAM...Reiax

E G G D O N O R S N E E D E D !!!
THE IV F O F N E W JE R SE Y IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS ÔF ALL EHTNIC BACK G RO UNDS BETW EEN
V
THE AGES OF 21-32.

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

Luis Rosario I The Montclarion

Erik Ramos
- S ta ff W riter..

fter 13 weeks of cold and rainy weath
er, the flowers are beginning to bloom
and the grass is getting greener.
Spring is in the air, signaling the end of the
2005 spring semester. If it hasn’t hit yet,
there are only two weeks of the semester left
before finals begin.
With the,end of the semester approaching,
there are always those freshmen who are
dreading cleaning out their dorm room and
returning home.
There are those sophomores and juniors
anticipating a break from all the stress
school may bring, and there are also graduat
ing seniors who are currently looking for jobs
for this summer.
Emotions are indeed mixed on the MSU
campus. Many may be able to share the sen
tim ents of sophomore Daniella Gambino who
is especially dreading final exam time. She
saud, “this semester was pretty rough so I
doubt my finals are going to be anything but
a breeze.”
Others like senior Vanessa Garcia are
excited about the end of the semester and
the upcoming summer, “I am going away to
study abroad this summer in Italy, so I am
counting the days down quite anxiously,” she
says.
Junior Katie Western may ju st speak
for us all, saying, “I am truly glad th at this
semester is over, I need a break.”
Nevertheless; there is still time to prepare
yourself for these hectic days. S tart studying
now. Don’t wait to pull those all-nighters the
day before the exam.

A

A gradual intake of studying will allow
you to be able to absorb it more, rather than
trying to take a semester full of notes in a few
hours.
Schedule your time efficiently. If you have
a paper due on Monday, give yourself a couple
of days to get it done.
Don’t wait until the weekend to sta rt the
research. Make a to-do list. Once you write
out and figure out what exactly you have to
do, do it! Prioritize.
Don’t waste your time on things th at could
be done on a later date. Eat well and get
enough sleep. Illness can cause you to lose
valuable study time and energy during final
exam time.
Eating a balanced diet and getting enough
rest will keep you energized and ready to
take on those evil m ath equations. To sum it
all up: Don’t Waste Time. Time is a priceless
article of life; use it wisely.
This advice may seem like common sense
to many of us, but we all have to be reminded
of it at one time or another, especially during
this stressful period.
Western said, “As my junior year comes to
a close, I’m slowly realizing the real world is
coming upon me faster than Pthink.”
It is th is ‘real world’ fear th at is fac
ing many graduating seniors in their last
semester as they prepare themselves for the
workforce.
So, if you’ve enjoyed yourself this past
semester or ju st want to be done with it all,
know th at as soon as it is over, it will start
again for many of us in September.
And eventually, after you graduate, a
new chapter will begin, as a new reality will
finally set in, so be prepared for it.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973)470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303

FAX (973) 916-0488
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See the sum m er course schedule at

’iAivw.ocean.edu
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LOVE LUST
CONTINUED FRO M R 1 0

“If you are embarrassed
to make noises or Respond
with this particular
partner, then you might
need to really think about
if you should be having
sex with him or not.”

im portant elements of a healthy sexual rela
tionship, and if those two aspects are not
there, you are never going to-have exciting
or passionate sex.
If you ju st think the whole idea of moan
ing is silly, then talk about th at with your
partner. He may feel th at moaning and
bodily response is an indication of his perfor
mance and how much he is satisfying you. If
those reactions are lacking, then he may feel
he is not doing his job.
Communication is key. He can’t possibly
know what you are thinking if you don’t give
him feedback. So, talk to him. If you are will
ing to have sex with him, then you should be
willing to communicate with him openly.

way you will be able to moan or get into the
act if you are thinking too much or are self
conscious.
I'm here to answer your questions. If
If you are embarrassed to make noises or you have a dilemma like the ones above.
respond with this particular partner, then I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
you might need to really think about if you Montfeature@yahoo.com with the title
should be having sex with him or not.
'Attention G.M Grosso.' I look forward to
T rust and comfort are two of the most hearing from you.

^ v

Quality Education for

OCC Office of Admissions & Records
Mon. - Thurs. • 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

a
College Drive ’•

p

p

a

l six

convenient sessions

Toi^l&veo NJ 08754-200-1

May 23 - June 28
May 23 “Aug 3
p a y 2 3 * .^ u g 1 7
June 29 - Aug 3
S*qe!j&-'Aug 10
Aug 8 - Aug 31
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RED HAWK NITE
CO N TIN UED FRO M R 9

courtesy of Julie Fleming

Advisor to Fraternities and Sororities Hayden Greene works the “ complimentary room” during last Friday’s Red
Hawk Nite by giving compliments to those who presented him with a raffle ticket.

elevator (or took the stairs if the person had
the energy), one was met with room after
room of different themed events.
Occupying the vast area of rooms 411 to
413 was the Mexican and Spanish-themed
room of Active Students Serving In Society
Today (A.S.S.I.S.T.) and Latin American
Student Organization. (L.A.S.O), both Class

One Organizations of the SGA.
From pinatas to plastic cactus-shaped
shot glasses, the room was vibrantly colorfuL
Junior Elio Arce gave Latin dance lessons
to groups of students when they weren’t off
playing various games.
Sophomore Karlinda Morales was attend
ing her third Red Hawk Nite and loving

every m inute of it.
“The whole night was
freakin’ awesome,”
she said. “I loved
playing skit-ball in
the Ballrooms and
those little cactus shot
glasses and the food
in the À.S.S.I.S.T. and
LASO room,”
W ithout a doubt
one of the more hys
terical and enter
taining rooms of the
night belonged to the
Advisor to Fraternities
and Sororities Hayden
Greene.
Greene ran the “com
plem entary room.”
Here, every student
who presented him
w ith a ticket they
received when signing
up for the MP3 player
raffle, received a com
pliment.
While Greene may
seem to be a strong
and silent type, the
complements had stu
dents coming back up
to see him five and six

times th at night.
“Hayden was extremely funny,” said
Egan. “He made me laugh and feel good
about myself. He m ust do this at the next
Red Hawk Nite!”
The SGA gave money for a psychic who
was also a big hit. At certain points during
the night, she had a wait of over an hour and

a half. It would be a wise prediction to think
we’ll have her on campus again shortly.
Other rooms on the floor included an
alcohol information game and virgin fro
zen drinks by the MSU Wellness Education
department, including volunteers from the
Drop-In Center.
In another room, a Friends marathon
with ice cream, sherbet, chips, popcorn, and
soda was sponsored by MSU Athletics and
Recreation.
Right next door, H.E.A.R.T. (Helping
Each Other and Redefining Tomorrow), a
Class Three of the SGA, held a 50’s themed
party.

“The whole night was
freakin’ awesome.”
K arlind a M orales
Sophomore

With a make-your-own-sundae bar, penny
toss, and groovin’ music, the room was remi
niscent of “Back To The Future.” The room
even came complete with some Bazooka Joe’s
bubble gum, cartoons included.
And to top it all off like cherries and
almonds, do an ice cream sundae, there
was a room with bubble-wrap on the floor
and walls, and finger painting on the table.
It brought back childhood memories and
allowed students to get some free stressrelief.
As another large campus event drew to a
close, the students departed w ith their stom
achs full, pockets stuffed with prizes and free
grab-bag type items, and a renewed sense of
Red Hawk Pride.
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SKIN CANCER

R e silie n t Living

CONTINUED FRO M R 9

Shaking Off the Negatives Life Gives
Rob Gilbert
Departm ent o f H PPERLS

any years ago, I heard a story that
has really helped me get through
rough patches in my life..
Once upon a time, there was a little
donkey th at lived on a ranch. The little don
key spent all of his time in a pen with his
grandfather. One day, the little donkey said,
“Grandpa, I want to grow up to be big and
strong like you. W hat do I have to do?”
Grandpa said, “All you have to do is
learn how to shake it off and step up.” That
confused the little donkey, so he asked his
grandfather what th at
meant.
Grandpa said, “Let
me tell you a story.
One day, when I was
ju st about your age, I
was right here in this
pen when someone left
the gate open by mis
take. Well, I escaped
and started walking
out on the prairie. I
was adm iring the big
m ountains and the
huge sky.”
“Then, all of a sudden, when I wasn’t
looking at where I was going, I fell into an
old, abandoned well,” the grandpa went on. “I
was trapped at the bottom of the well, scared
to death, thinking I was going to die.”
Grandpa said, “Then, within a few min
utes, I heard a truck and looked up and saw
an old farmer. I thought he would surely save
me. But he just looked down at me, shook his
head, got back into his truck, and left.
The grandfather continued, “A few hours
later, I heard what sounded like four or five
trucks. I looked up and saw the farm er and

M

several of his friends. The old farm er said,
‘Boys, the well’s abandoned and th at little
donkey ain’t worth anything, so let’s get to
work.’
“They got their pick axes and shovels and
started burying me alive. Now I knew I was
going to die! The d irt started burying my
hooves and then it started covering my lower
legs and then I suddenly realized something
- every time a shovel-full of d irt landed on my
back, I could shake it off and step up on it. So
I shook it off and stepped up, and shook it off
and stepped up, and I continued shaking and
stepping, and shaking and stepping, until
I eventually shook off enough and stepped
up enough th at I
was able to step
out of the well and
save my life!” the
grandpa said.
Then the grand
fath er
looked
right at the little
donkey and said,
“Remember, if you
want to grow up to
be big and strong,
you have to learn
bow to shake it off
and step up.”
I’ll bet th at you are never going to fall
into a well. But, I’ll also bet th at people are
going to throw d irt on you. By “dirt” I mean
th at people will criticize you, reject you, gos
sip about you, etc. Remember, if you want
to grow up to be big and strong, you have to
learn how to shake it off and step up!

I f you want to hear more stories like this
one, call Gilbert’s Success Hotline at (973)
743-4690. Messages available 24/7/365. New
messages every morning at 7:30.

to UV rays, but better prevention can be
achieved by changing patterns of outdoor
activities to lim it exposure to high-intensity
UV radiation.
The sun is strongest between the hours of
11 a.m. and 3 p.m.. Avoiding the sun during
these hours reduces the risk of skin cancer.
People who tan poorly or bum easily
are particularly susceptible to skin cancer.
Despite th at nonmelanomas rarely spread to
other parts of the body and are not as fatal
as melanomas, they need to be recognized
because they can cause scarring.
So how can you recognize skin cancers?
First, know your body. Examine yourself
regularly and be fam ihar with the pattern of
moles, blemishes, freckles, and other m arks
on your skin so you’ll notice any changes.
Look for new growths, spots, bumps,
patches, or sores th at don’t heal after two to
three months. Basal cell carcinomas often
look like flat, firm , pale areas or small,
raised, pink or red, translucent, shiny, waxy
areas th at may bleed following minor injury.
Large basal cell carcinomas may have
oozing or crusted areas. Squamous celL car
cinomas may look like growing lumps, often
with a rough, scaly, or crusted surface. They
may also look like flat reddish patches in the
skin th at grow slowly.
When hunting out melanomas, there is a
rule known as the “ABCD” rule th at can be
followed:
A is for asymmetrical. H alf of the mole or
birth m ark is not congruent to the other.
B is for border. The border of the m ark
will be irregular, raged, notched, or blurred.
C is for color. The color is not the same
all over and may include shades of brown or
black, sometimes with patches of red, white,
or blue.
D is for diameter. The spot is larger than
six milhmeters across (about the size of a
pencil eraser) or is growing larger.
Some other warning signs are: a sore th at
does not heal, a new growth, spread of pig

ment from the border of the m ark to the sur
rounding area of skin, change in sensation
(itchiness, tenderness, or pain), and change
in the surface of the mole.
Ultraviolet rays may also cause prema-

“Ultraviolet rays may also
cause prematurely aged
skin, wrinkles, loss of skin
elasticity, dark patches or
lentigos, sometimes called
‘age spots’ or ‘liver spots’,
and skin cancers.”
turely aged skin, wrinkles, loss of skin elas
ticity, dark patches or lentigos, also called
“age spots” or “liver spots”, and skin cancers.
Besides skin cancer, the sun’s UV radia
tion also increases the risk of cataracts and
certain other eye problems and can suppress
the immune system.
Even though dark-skinned people are
less likely to develop skin cancer than light
skinned people, they are still at risk of
developing cataracts and suppression of their
immune systems.
Thus, as you can see, wearing sunscreen
is ju st not good enough anymore. Of course
we cannot board ourselves up in our houses
and feed into a generation of couch potatoes.
Hats, proper clothing, and umbrellas are
helpful in avoiding direct sunlight. It is also
not hard to avoid frequenting the tanning
salon. We should become fam ihar with our
bodies so th at we may recognize changes.
We should perform regular self-physical
exams as well as see a physician for thorough
physicals. We must make some small sacri
fices of being a little paler during the winter
months, but in the long run, it is worth it.
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Soulphonic Invents New Sound Britney

,

,

Funk Hip-Hop Soul, Rock and Classical All in One Beat
can be interpreted in
many different ways.
D aniel
B ernard
Rouniain has been
able to /, tak e his
instrum ent and turn
it into a unique blend
of soul, funk, hip-hop
and classical. I can
not remember a time
when I have experi
enced such an origi
nal style of music.
This past Sunday
the Kasser Theater
had the opportunity
for Roumain to per
form on stage with
his orchestra.
As the lights
dimmed and the first
beat of drums began,
I quickly understood
what his collabora
tion was about. He
performed 15 songs,
all with the accompa
niment ofhis orches
tra
and a perfor
courtesy of montclalr.edu
mance from Freespace
A cclaim ed c la s s ic a l m u sicia n D aniel B ern ard Roum ain ca m e to th e
Dance, MSUs modem
M SU K a s s e r T heater.
dance company. The
K a d ija h B a s ir
band was an array of eight musicians, from
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor
several walks of life and styles of music.
The performers included: Wynne Bennett,
S o u lp h o n ic S o u n d sca p e
the music director and keyboarder; Kenny
Grohowski on drums; Earl Maneein on violin;
Dante! Bernard Roumain
B rett O’Mara who was also a violinist; Rob
Feature Fi «espace Dance
Moose, viola; Jessie Reagen, cello; and DJ
★ ★ ★ ★
Scientific hitting up the turntables and using
the laptop.
With each song the audience was able to
hen thinking about a live rock band
or listening to smooth hip-hop, elec feel the rhythm of each musician and follow
tric violin never comes to mind. the melodies through the air. And while the
But as it is w ritten, music is universal and songs were as diverse as the musicians them-

W

selves, the style fits together without
jar. Daniel captured the audience using
his voice and electric violin to maintain
the mental and spiritual connection.
Roumain said th at “Being a descen
dant of Haiti, it is always im portant to
bring something...visiting here I’m able
to bring as a gift my music.”
It is quite interesting to see his

T ro ja n W om en
Dtf Jorge Luis Qiche:*o
Starring Theatre Department
Memorial Audito-tvro

★

★

★

★

★

he title Trojan Women would make
an audience visualize a Greek play
of women in togas and men with the
round leaf crowns, hearing words used exclu
sively in Greek plays.
But in fact, the audience did not witness
a play with eloquent phrases like “Alas!” and
“Woe is me,” but rather, an intense play of
imagery, music, and movement.
Trojan Women is the story of the reper
cussions of war th at fills in pages of Homer
‘slliad. Everyone plays a main role, all are
leading parts.
Some characters are named specifically,
such as Hecuba (Nina Law, junior B.F.A the
atre), Cassandra (Gia McGlone, senior the
atre), Andromache (Olga Arinovich, junior,
theatre), Helen (Yvelissa Munoz, junior B.A.
theatre) and Menelaus (Jon C. Hoche, junior
B.F.A theatre).
The rest fall under the categories of the
eight chorus men and eight chorus women.

T

The chorus has an extremely important role
in the play, due to the fact th at th eir situations
unravel to give
the story.
Actors who
played the cho
rus must have
went through
m onths
of
intense improv
and exercise to
depict the story
in languages
alien to them.
Yes - as in not
in
English.
There
were
three words of
English in the
entire play. The
cast learned the
entire script
of Armenian,
Greek, Russian, and Spanish. That is why a
great deal of emphasis was put into move
ment. It was the only way for actors to explain
the situation to the audience.
The addition of exotic music, partnered
with bone-chilling scenes, made the hair on
the back of everyone’s neck raise.
The dark theme of the play came alive with
the set, costumes and props (actual torches

courtesy of redaktion-l-media.de

here is only one person who comes
to mind when you say “Britney”
statem ent come true on stage. The most
these days and that’s Mrs. Spears
audience-drawn segment of the show B’ederline. Ever since the early moments
joined with of Freespace dance leader of the Mickey Mouse Club, her life has j
Donna Scro-Gentile. Six Freespace been in the spotlight, packed with crazy
dancers swayed on stage hip to foot, fans and controversy-making hysteria.
moving to the beat of the orchestra.
Does anyone know what makes her
This piece was the softest and most one of the world’s icons? Is it charming
intim ate of them all.
southern accent, her sexy dancing, or
Roumain encored with the song, melodic voice? It’s all these things plus
“Black Like Me,” which he thoroughly having a great public relations repre
got into by allowing his long dreads to sentative.
dance freely to the rhythm of the song
With th at in mind, people just cannot
reminiscent to Bob Marley himself. He get enough of Spears’ life. People want
has opened the door and people’s ears to know what she’s doing, what she’s
to a new appreciation of music at the eating and why she wore sandals in tenKasser Theatre.
degree weather.
Now, she has made the ultim ate
change in her life, which has the world
watching her even more closely. Yes, she
has said ft — she’s pregnant.
Everyone is looking and waiting:
how much -ivilL she -change, how will
she raise it and most importantly, what
will she dress .it in? She thinks that
were used in walls th at illustrated the paparazzi is bad now; ju st wait “till
dungeons).
there is a little one walking around with
Director Jorge Britney’s blood in its veins.
Luis Cacheiro
I have been an observer of Spears
depicted
the since die start; considering we’re both
battle between the same age I feel I somehow relate to
good and evil by her. The early afternoons after school,
personifying evil when I would come home and turn on
with an actor pos - the television to watch MMC, there was
ing as the tribal Britney waiting for me.
devil. They even
As I grew so did she; as I was not a
incorporated the girl, not yet a woman, so was she, and
use of mask of when I cheated on my boyfriend Justin
the devil, a tech TimberOcean, so did she.
nique common is
I watched her because when she did
Greek plays.
was a lot more glamorous and fun, than
Symbolism anything my life could be. Her life has
plays a very somehow morphed itself into a part of
im portant role in American culture. Everyone around still
Trojan Women. somehow knows th at she is preparing to
M e m o r i a l become a mother.
Auditorium was
She may be only 23, but she has
turned into a accomplished more in those short years
completely different set - reaching as than most people do in a lifetime. Even
high as 30 feet. The show, without a though it sucks to know th at everyone
doubt, left the audience shocked and is going to want to see the birth pictures
highly impressed.
of her child. It is a small price to pay for
This experimental performance was being icon on the world and we wish her
a first for the theatre departm ent at luck.
MSU; it garnered acclaim in the form
So for all those reasons and more
of standing ovations for its uniqueness Britney Spears Federline is this weeks
in set, acting, and use of language.
ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK!

Experimental Play Reigns with Great Success in Theater
S ta ff Writer

K a d ija h B a s ir

A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

“W ith each song the
audience was able
to feel the rhythm o f
each m usician. And
while the songs were
as diverse as the
m usicians them selves,
the style fits together
w ithout jar.”

The Women of Troy Prevail
D is h a H a rja n i

IHaving
Baby

ENTERTAINER OF THE W EEK: BRITNEY SPEA RS
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Stylish Sin City a Rare Comic Fantasy
Visually Astonishing Comic-Influenced Tale is Graphic in Form and Content
Ben Faresich
S ta ff Witer

Otre, frank Millet,
Robert Rodriguez
Starting Si j c i Will*
Dimension ftims

ÉÜ

he story is set in Basin City, a place
where crime runs rampant, and moral
ity seems to be in hiding The film fol
lows a number of different characters, whose
stories twist, turn, and intertwine. In the first
storyline, Bruce Willis (Die Hard, The Sixth
Sense) plays Hartigan, an aging cop, on his
last day before retirem ent. Hartigan is one of
the few remaining honest cops in Basin City,
and as his final act as a lawman, has vowed
to save a little girl from a psycho serial killer

T

named Roark (Nick Stahl).
Then, we are introduced to a big, brut
ish vigilante by the name of Marv (Mickey

The setting is dark and
unforgiving, and the
characters often seem to
walk a fine line between
good and evil.
Rourke), as a new story arc begins. Marv is
somewhat of an outcast because of his gritty
weathered looks, as well as his loner person
ality. He is the epitome of the anti-hero. He
wants to do the right thing, but his ideas of
S E E ‘SIN’ ON P. 2 1

cou rtesy of m ovles.yahoo.com

Dwight' twlveOweri)UrPhy*' * * ZOmbie‘,i,ie waitress that has a romance with V heW iterious"

Jessica Alba plays the grown-up version of Nancy Callahan, the vfctiTttart
must save before he leaves the police force.

The Haitian Student Association of
Montclair State University
jM a .

Presents....

‘D U w i & r

New Jersey City University’s distinguished

Master of Science in Criminal Justice
program provides the education to excel.
Today, it is becoming increasingly important

-

For over 20 years, NJCU has provided

to have a master’s degree in criminal justice

hundreds of graduates with cutting-edge

whether you are just entering the field or

theoretical training and a broad range of

are a seasoned professional. Consider

practical applications in criminal justice.

then the comprehensive, multi-disciplinary

They have gone on to pursue rewarding

graduate program offered at New Jersey

professions as enforcement o fficers. . .

City University.

police executives. . . court administrators. . .

The Master of Science in Criminal Justice

workers at all levels of government, to name

program is recognized as the premier

just a few.

correction officers. . . and human services

If OS: fCaitiau Organization*
m

Friday, April 29,2005
Student Center Ballrooi
8pm-lam

curriculum of its kind among New Jersey
state colleges and universities. It is also the

on ly crim inalju stice academ ic program in
New je rse y to have com pleted an approved
Program Review by the A cadem y o f Crim inal
Ju stice S cien ces.

NEW

n

passionate faculty and a thriving urban
campus environment to pursue your own
goals in criminal justice. NJCU. It’s the
“most wanted” place to further your career.

Join us in celebrating the achievements of all the Haitian
Student Associations in New Jersey!!!!

JERSEY

Dr. jay Berman

C ITY
|

>Take advantage of a challenging curriculum,

!D 1

r

S ITY

201-200-3492
jberman@njcu.edu

For more information check us out online at:
www.njcu.edu/criminaljustice
2039 Kennedy Boulevard
Jersey City, New jersey 07305-1597 • 1-888-441-NJCU

Free Haitian Food::Music by DJ Vibe
Performances::AFTER PARTY
HSA is a Class I Org of the SGA

www.themontclarion.org
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE —SPRING SEMESTER 2005
May 5-11
Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

Evening/Wefkend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

hursday - May 5

Thursday - May 5

or Classes M eeting on MR or TR at 0700am ........................................... 0700am-0900am
or Classes M eeting on MW at 0700am............. ..................................... •••• 0915am -l 115am
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on M or R at 0230pm ..................0100pm-0300pm
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on M or R at 0400pm ..................0315pm-0515pm

Friday-May 6

For Classes with first or only M eeting on Thursday at 0530pm............... ..........0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only M eeting ott Thursday at 0815pm ..........................0815pm-1015pm

For Classes with first or only M eeting o im id a y at 0530pm .............................. 0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only M eeting djw riday at 0830pm ............................ 0830pm -1030pm

'riday - May 6
or Classes M eeting on TF or WF at 0700am...............................................0700anv0900am
or Classes with first or only M eeting on T or F at 0230pm ........................0100pnv-0300pm
or Classes with First or only M eeting on T or F at 0400pm ...................... 0315pm-0515pm

Monday - May 9

^

o r Classes with First or Only M eeting on M or R at 0830tiB ................... 0830am-1030am
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on M or R at 1000am ................... 1045am-1245pm
'or Classes with First or Only M eeting on M or R at 11:3(MM................. 0100pm-0300pm
;or Classes with First or Only M eeting on M or R a t01 OO^K.................. 0315pm-0515pm

Saturday - May 7
For Classes with first or only M eeting fBSaturday at 0800am ............................0800am -1000am
For Classes with first or only M eetiflg^KSaturday at 1100am............................I lOOam-OlOOpm
For Classes with first or only M eetm gRfSaturday at 0200pm .......................... .0200pm-0400pm

Sunday - May 8

|§

For C lasses with first or only MeetntgmKSunday at 0800am ..............................0800am-1000am
For Classes with first or only M eetRtj^B$unday at 1100am ............................. 1 lOOam-OlOOpm
For Classes with first or only M oaliujjjRpunday at 0 2 0 0 p m ............................ 0200pm-0400pm

Monday -rMay 9

ruesday.-May 10
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on T or F at 0830ant~...................0830am-1030am
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on T or F at lOOOMjb.................... 1045am -l245pm
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on T or F at 1130ate........
,0100pm-0300pm
or Classes with First or Only M eeting on T or F at OlOOpftJ»....................0315pm*0515pm

Wednesday-M»y 11

;|f

5or Classes with First or Only M eeting on W at 0830am ....................... 0830am -l030am
!or Classes with First or Only M eeting on W at 1 0 0 0 a m ...4 ................... 1045am -l245pm
:or Classes with First or Only M eeting on W at 1130am ....... .................. .0100pm-0300pm
•or Classes with First or Only M eeting on W at 0100pm...........................0315pm -0515pm

For Classes with first or only Meetfrdj^HMonday at 0530pnL..>....................... 0530pm-0730pm
For C lasses with first or only M ee^^^^plonday at 0815pm.......« .................. 0815pm-1015pm

Tuesday-May 10
For Classes with first or only M eetittjpB ruesday at 0530pm ..........................0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only M eetinJr|Bruesday at 0 8 1 5 p m .........................0815pm-1015pm

Wednesday - May 11
For Classes with first or only M eethtgjteftyednesday at 0530pm .................. . 0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only T in Iing iR m ednesday at 0815pm ..................... 0815pm*1015pm

0700pm Courses
For classes with first or only m eeting M^p1, W or R at 0700pm......................... 0745pm-0945pm
On regularly
scheduled
!|
m eeting day

Examination Notes:
1.
2.

3.

t

,

.

A ll »vyrnmotiniK are to be held in the regularly assigned classroom . In courses where more than one room .il m volved, the location o f the exam w ill be the
same as the first room o f a series (e.g., a course m eeting WF in different rooms w ill have the exam in the W atem ).
Courses which have a start tim e other flutjhi those listed above should follow die exam schedule for "the preogding class start tim e (e.g. a course beginning at
9:30am w ill follow the *y«m period for Courses with a first or only m eeting at 8:30am; a course beginnM | at 12:00pm w ill follow the exam period for
courses w ith a first or only m eeting at ll:iO am ). Faculty m volved in teaching courses on a ‘T o Be A rnm geff^asis and who require an exam room are asked
to make arrangements for a specific tim e te d room.
n
Students with a tim e conflict in their e x a if schedule should im m ediately notify each faculty member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one o f
the exam s.

-

Amityville Voices Scare Up Surprises
Updated Horror Flick Takes a Frightening Look Back at Infamous Haunted House
Jessica Havery
News Editor

A m ity v ille H o rro r
Dir. Andrew Douglas
Starring Ryan Reynolds, Melissa 4 .
•
George, Jimmy Bennett
¡1
’
MGM
i í ,

5?

’

ideiti
he year is 1974. Ronald DeFeo has
been living in his family’s new home
for just 28 days when he decides he can
no longer ignore the voices in his head.
Echoing the voices’ catchphrase, “Catch
“Em; Kill 'Em,” he saunters through the old
Victorian home, shotgun in hand, and slaugh
ters each of his family members in their
sleep.
Fast-forward one year. George and Kathy
Lutz (Ryan Reynolds, Melissa George) think
they’re doing good when the house of their
dreams is priced unusually low.
The real estate .agent’s jittery show of
the property and utter fear of the basement,
seemed to say, “Maybe I can get them to sign
the contract before they realize they have
unwelcome roommates.” She doesn’t mention
the history of the house until asked and, even
after hearing about the grisly mass mur
der, George simply says, T here are no bad
houses, just bad people.”
The haunting starts immediately after
the couple and their three children move in
and, as with any other hackneyed Hollywood

T

cou rtesy of m ovies.yahoo.com

id E
S E E ‘HORROR’
ON P. 21

Kathy Litz [M elissa George) comforts her husband George (Ryan Reynolds) after a watery encounter with a spirit from the past.

WVGJj^
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M ovie R e le a se s
right and wrong may not be in accordance
with the general consensus.
Mary’s story takes him on a mission of
vengeance as he seeks out the ones respon
sible for the death of Goldie (Jamie King), a
woman he hardly knew, but who had touched
his hardened heart by showing him a kind
ness th at he rarely felt.
Through his narration, Marv introduces
us to Cardinal Roark (Rutger Hauer) and
Senator Roark (Powers Boothe). These are
the men who run the show.
A Lot Like Love
They are the seldom seen faces of religion
Dir. Nigel Cole
and politics th at seem to hold reign over the
Starring Ashton Kutcher, Amanda Peet
world beneath them.
Next, we meet Dwight (Clive Owen), a
man with a mysterious past who, while
courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
romancing a cocktail waitress (Brittany Goldie (Jaime King), is one of the central characters as her lover looks to avenge her
Murphy), encounters Jackie Boy (Benicio Del death.
Old Town is run by Gail (Rosario Dawson)
Most of the male characters in the film
exude overconfidence and machismo, while
and her m ilitia of warrior-prostitutes.
Here, they make the rules and don’t take harboring some sort of inner torment.
“...the film is often not so kindly to unwelcome visitors like Jackie Boy. They have an unavoidable charisma, but
It seems pretty cut and dry from hère, but at the same time, have no qualms about
much about acting as it
there’s something about Jackie Boy th at none performing brutal acts of violence when they
them knew could put them, and all of Old deem them necessary.
is overacting, so this isn’t of
The Game o f Their Lives
Most of the female characters seem to fit
Town, in jeopardy.
Dir. David Anspaugh
At its core, Sin City is a beautiftilly filmed right into the role of femme fatale.
the best vehicle for which
Starring
Gerard Butler,
post-noir. The setting is dark and unforgiv
They are all as dangerous as they are
Wes
Bentley,
Patrick Stewart
to judge an actor.”
ing, and the characters often seem to walk a beautifid. Even “sweet, little Nancy” seems
fine line between good and evil, though some to have trouble following her at every turn.
seem to cross th at line more than others.
In Sin City, there are two types of women:
While some characters, such as Hartigan dangerous women, and dangerous women to
Toro). The two exchange some harsh words, or Marv, seem to still cling on to some sort of fall for.
One of the most noticeable things about
and after Jackie takes off, Dwight decides code of honor or ethics (however misguided
this
film, next to its beautifully unique cin
th at he had best follow him to finish the job. they may often be), others, such as Jackie
ematography,
is the casting. There are a
He follows Jackie and his boys into Old Town, Boy, seem to take a hedonistic pleasure in
lot
of
familiar
faces in Sin City and they all
a section of Basin City where the police will Basin City’s nèar-lawlessness.
adequately fill their roles.
rarely even go.
However, the film is often not so much
about acting as it ,is overacting, so this isn’t
the best vehicle for which to judge an actor.
Various Artists
Some of the performances seem to be a
Diary of a Mad Black Woman
little bit overdone, such as Murphy’s battered
damsel in distress, but this seems befitting of
the comic book/film noir feel of the movie.
Sin City is, quite simply, a comic book put
on film.
Rodriguez not only transfers the story
onto the big screen, he actually brings the feel
of a graphic novel into the realm of moving
pictures.

Anna Nalick
Wreck of the Day

“This is probably the best
live action adaptation of
a comic book ever done.
However, some may not
appreciate the comic book
aspects of the film.”

C o n certs & T h e a ter
jj

£

Friday 22

y

cou rtesy of m ovles.yahoo.com

Devon floki plays Miho, one of the many sexy vixens seen in Dimensions film Sin City.

Rodriguez worked so closely with Frank
Miller, the creator of the Sin City graphic
novels, th at he was willing to leave the
Director’s Guild in order to secure a directo
rial credit for Miller, as the union will not
allow more than one director, to be credited
on a film.
The sacrifice seems to have been worth
while. This is probably the best five action
adaptation of a comic book ever done.
However, some may not appreciate the comic
book aspects of the film.
The dialogue can get a little hokey a t
times, as in a comic book or in certain oldstyle film noir.
The characters often seem to defy human
limitations, and certain situations can seem
to be incredibly unrealistic.
If you’re looking for a masterfully filmed
dark fantasy world, it doesn’t get much better
than Sin City.

Thursday 21

l l Ruben Studdard - Apollo Theatre
I
Lenny Kravitz - Beacon Theatre
Bruce Springsteen - Paramount The-

iti
■

Elvis Costello - Beacon Theatre
Alicia Keys, John Legend Radio City Music Hall
Jason Ara7 - Rose Theatre
Saturday 23

Ursa Minor, Marah - Living Room
Fixer - Crash Mansion
¡1

Sunday 24

Remembering Never, Terror - C.B.G.B
The Shins - Webster Hall
|!
if

■

M onday 25

Bob Dylan, Merle Haggard Beacon Theatre
Tuesday 26

H

Travis Tritt, Bruce Hornsby Madison Square Garden Theatre
W ednesday 27

Kelly Clarkson - Hammerstein Ballroom
Rob Thomas -Jrving Plaza
■
Flook - Satalia
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film, they wouldn’t be complete without the imaginary friend. Any moviegoer who’s se en should also expect th at a hot, relaxing bath is
creepy ghost of a dead little girl, seen only a couple of freaky films knows better than to going to be anything but and th at it is highly
by the couple’s daughter in the form of an buy the ‘^imaginary friend* line. Film lov<
unnatural for faucets to drip blood. Had the
characters seen a few of these movies them
selves, they would have recognized the signs
and left the house before the voices worked
their way iuto George’s head.- -Reynolds,
who’s typically cast as a drunk frat boy seems
to have switched things up a bit to play more
“serious” roles. Serious is exactly the right
word for the loving stepfather-tumed-monster after evil spirits possess both his brain
and his half-dressed and constantly Sweaty
bod.
The priest (Philip Baker Hall) was a much
smaller role than in the 1979 original version
of Amityville. In an attem pt to perform an
exorcism, he is attacked by flesh-eating flies

couriesy or movies.yanoo.com
Ryan Reynolds stepped out of his normal role of a college-aged party-goer and into the
sinister lead role of Amityville Horror.

and decides his faith isn’t strong enough
to protect him from what haunts the Lutz
house. One gross, but amusing, bit involves
a scantily dressed babysitter who cared, very
poorly, for the children of the previous own
ers. After creepily hitting on the 12-year-old
Lutz boy, the girl tells the children about the
horrid fate of the little brats from the past.
The young girl’s ghost takes revenge on her
babysitter and the girl has to be taken away
in an ambulance.
In the end, Hollywood cliches aren’t rel
evant. We’ve come to expect th at there will
be a dumb blonde. And, for sure, she will
want to have sex with her half-naked costar in between ghostly apparitions, but it’s
the unexpected th at makes a' movie, and
Amityvile Horror is filled with eerie sur-

cou rtesy of m ovies.yahoo.com

M elissa George is the clichè horror-plagued blonde Kathy Lutz, a girl who fails to realize
that she is hi danger until it is too late.

MARKETING POSITIONS
M o n tcla ii;?s,ffrem iei^ I?u sin ess,P rin ter.

N O W H IR IN G !
web Developer/
IT Person

Alphagraphics is looking for a person to join our web
production team. Applicant should have advanced
knowledge of computers and software (Mac and/or
PC-based), such as Macromedia, Dreamweaver, Excel,
Fireworks, Freehand, Adobe Creative Suite, as well
as HTML authoring code such as JAVA, PHP, ASP, and
Action Script. The applicant should also have a strong
interest in technological advancement and applications
with emphasis on the internet, marketing, as well
as have a keen attention to detail, communication
skills sufficient to interact with associates at all levels,
organizational skills sufficient to prioritize workload
while managing multiple tasks, and the ability to work
well independently and as part of a team.
The ideal applicant will have a minimum of 2 years of
web design and multimedia experience, and be able to
email a resume along with 5 URL's they have designed.

E m a i Us! us296@alphagraphics.com

Pit 973-509-9721 • Fax; 973 -509-9727
423 Bloomfield Awe.. Montclair

(Only 5 miles from Campus • #28 Bus Stops right at the Corner)
Local High Tech Company serving MSU proudly for 15 years.

Earn
$15*$20 per Hour
• Flexible Schedules
• Work with Friends
• All you need is
Personality!
• Positions filling
Rapidly!

C a n B o b M OW !
973- 275-1188
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M ONTCLAIR STA TE U N IV ER SIT Y
PR ESEN TS

A R T IS T S -IN -R E S ID E N C E

SHANGHAI

QUARTET

JIANG FOLK SONG SELECTIONS
ER HU SOLO SELECTIONS PERFORMED BY XU KE
CHEN YI'S FIDDLE SUITE FOR ER HU AND STRING QUARTET
RAVEL STRING QUARTET IN F MAJOR
“ If there is a string quartet that
produces a more beautiful sound than the Shanghai
Quartet, the name doesn't come to m ind.”
-TH E NEW YORK TIMES

ALSO UPCOMING:
A P R IL 3 0 A T 7 :3 0 P M
S
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M USICA
ELETTR O N IC A
VIVA
ALVIN CU RRA N , F R E D E R IC R Z EW SK I,
RICH ARD T EIT ELB A U M
As pioneers of free-form electronic music in the 1960's and 70's, MEV merged free
improvisation street music, theater, collaborations with untrained musicians, and
audience participation with their Moog synthesizers to revolutionize
an entire musical genre.

C A L L 9 7 3 - 6 5 5 - 5 1 1 2 O R O N L IN E : w w w .m o n tc la ir.e d u /k a s s e r
NO CH A RG E FO R MSU UNDERGRADS THROUGH PERFORM ING A R TS F E E .
S P E C IA L FACULTY/STAFF/G RAD UATE STUDENT/ALUM NI R A T ES APPLY.
CONVENIENT $3 PARKING IS AVAILABLE AT THE RED HAWK DECK ATTACHED TO THEATER.
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If there was one phrase, one disclaimer th at could sum up the
weeks leading up to Greek Week at
Imps the term “brace for impact” would be most appropriate. With “...Greeks have been, for the m ost
a history of near fights, feuding between fraternities and sororities,
and a general a ir o f ugliness presiding over the proceedings, itw as part, well behaved...”
only natural to think th at the same would happen this year.
Hayden Greene, MSLTs appointed advisor t<>ft ateraities» sorori
ties and social fellowships, along with officials from Campus and work of Greene and the re st of tire Greeks.
Above all, Greeks want to see their own organizations far
Recreation, had called to order a mandatory “sportsmanship”
meeting last week, in the hopes th at harsh penalties lihd stronger thered and advanced, and being suspended or kicked off campus
is decidedly not in their best interests, th e new “three strike” rule
security would detar students from the exchanges of past years.
- Perhaps the meeting worked. - Perhaps Greeks have decided | threatens unilateral excommunication from this year’s events if
to control them$elveif#Or perhaps the planets are aligned in a j students misbehave, and naturally the university and the Student
certain way and the gods of restraint and healthy competition have Government Association have reprimands, of their own if certain
intervened. W ei, whatevar-the reason,'Greeks have been, for the incidents occur.
The purpose of Greek Week is to provide recreational activities
most part, well-behaved and serviceably courteous towards each
for
Greeks and to spur healthy competition and pride in the Greek
other, reflecting well upon themselves and the campus of MSU in |
community.
Of course, these are goals th at w il probably never be
general.;*
• ' ■
fu
ly
attained,
but nevertheless represent the purpose for the cam
Of course, there have been a select few incidents in which orgapushosting
the
evenfi.
: nizations have feuded, but that’s to be expected' under any competi
So feu tins year has proven to be not ju st a banner year for the
tive enviomment. It’s hard to blame Greek life for actions such as
these, especially when the New York Yankees and the Boston Red Greek «immunity, but for the MSU campus in general, photo oppor
Sox seem to fight every year on the field (and no one’s accusing tunities galore under the beautiful A pr! sunshine. And while no
them of drinking or being meatbeads). As of Wednesday a t MSU, one’s pretending th at Greeks have turned a new leaf in regards to
no serious incidents or fights have broken out, much to the credit: j-inter-organization relations, events like this do represent a start.

A d viso r
Laura Federico

A d v e rtisin g D ire c to r
K e vin S ch w o e b el

O verall Design
Mike Sanchez

CONTACT US
Editor-In-Chief
M anaging
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News Editor
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Advertising Director
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(973)
(973)
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(973)
(973)

655-5230
655-5282
655-5282
655-5241
655-5169
655-5241
655-5237
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Scrutinizing Two Years of SGA Progress
M SU Students Have M ost D efinitely Benefited From the Executive Leadership o f Jacob V. Hudnut
I was recently asked: “How would you rate
theStudent Government
Associations’s perfor
mance over the last two
years?” The answer is
not easy. There are two
grades to be given out:
one to the Executive
Branch, which receives
four out of five stars,
M IC H A E L C.
and one for the legis
M C P H EE
lative branch, which
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
receives three of five
stars.
The executive branch used its powers to
be the ultim ate student advocate. President
Jacob V. Hudnut has been advocating chang
es th at he thinks will benefit the entire
community. He has sought and received leg
islative endorsement for the construction of a
new Health and Wellness Center.
He continues to debate with the University
over the cutting of five athletic team s, which
occurred this semester, and has tried to
change the way students receive academic

advisement. He has changed financial poli
cies to directly benefit campus organizations.
The SGA w or^|d hard to get a campus-wide
recycling program in place.
Not all of Hudnut’s icfeas reached fruition
however. At the opening, session of the legis
lature in September, Hudnut said, “Hakim
Abdi and I are confident of our December
deadline for the launch of the SGA-sponsored
online book-swap.”
In the same speech, Hudnut offered
support for the College Life Union Board
(C.L.U.B.) and La Campana, a yearbook
produced as a service of the SGA. He said, “If
we do not take an interest in these two orga
nizations, we may lose their services, and no
one will be at loss from this more than the
student body as a whole.” He was right, but
the problem got little attention from the SGA
in the months to follow, and as a result there
is currently one person designing the next La
Campana yearbook.
The student legislature receives three
stars because they got the job done - instead
of a four for doing the job well. Much like

the United States Congress, our legislators
are often far too busy schmoozing around than
being presentfifor voting and debating bills -at
their once a wpfik, two-hour meetings,
One of tlteadded duties of a student legisla
tor is to be a member of one of the standing
committees of the legislature. These commit
tees debate legislation on a much more detailed
degree to offer an informed recommendation to
the legislature in the general session. Several
legislators this year have been expelled from
the legislature due to attendance issues.
In addition to mimicking the attendance
policy of our congressmen and women, some of
our legislators mimic their voting style: basing
it purely on self-interest. One example is a legis
lator th at often w rites large appropriation bills
and then practically harasses organizations
seeking meager appropriations of less than
$25.
Not all of the legislators are there to serve
their personal interests. There are many dedi
cated student leaders: Angelo Lilia, Adam Roth,
DaVe Kois, Phil Accooe, and Vivian Lilkas to
name a few.

Next year’s executive board will face
the challenge th at has facetj aH previous
executive boards: to recruit ad ^ re fa in a
group of actively concerned «indent lead- ,
ers. Past presidents haveijBdt^ihe chal
lenge, one especially in th efestfen r years:
Chris Fitzpatrick. Under his leadership,
the legislature was at full capacity with 65
- and there was a wait list.
W hat do students need from next year’s
executive board? We need it to be as con
cerned with student advocacy as much as
the current executive board is. We need
it to listen to all parts of the MSU com
munity, and more work needs to be taken
toward reaching out to our non-traditional
student population.
Montclair State is growing at a rapid
rate, and as Hudnut said, “Our SGA must
keep up with these changes and be a
functional and productive part of MSU’s
dynamic community.”
M ichael C. M cPhee, a political scieh ce major,
is in h is first year a s Editor-In-Chief for The
Montclarion.
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Eulogy for a Comic M aster
Late Comedian M itch Hedberg Leaves Behind Underrated Career, Legacy
With the recent “high-profile” media
deaths of Pope John Paul II and Terri
Schiavo, I felt compelled to eulogize anoth
er im portant loss th at the world suffered
recently, albeit one th at has gone virtually
unnoticed as laugh-givers are rarely felt to
be important.
On March 30, comedian Mitch Hedberg
was
found
dead
in a hotel room in
L ivingston,
New
Jersey.
Rum ored
to have died from a
heart-attack, Hedberg
was 37-years-old.
For those of you
who have never heard
of Hedberg (of which
M IK E
there
are many) he
W ATSO N
was
a
tremendously
CO LU M N IS T
talented comedian.
Despite many TV and movie appearances,
he was relatively unknown throughout the
United States.
' This did not, however, stop him from
spreading laughs aplenty to anyone fortu
nate enough to see or hear his routines. His
delivery straddled the line between sleep and
barely awake, and his rye and often obvious
observations, won even the most hard-nosed
audience over.
One such fan, David Letterm an, person
ally invited him to perform on The Late Show
10 times. Although this exposure helped
Hedberg land guest roles on That 70s Show
and a p art as the Eagles’ road manager in
Almost Famous (where he got to smoke fake
pot with Peter Frampton!) he never shook
off the “cult status” tag th at so many gifted
comedians carry.
In a time when comedians are successful
on the back of pointing out the differences
between the sexes or the differences between

qi~

“Often derided as a ‘stoner comic,’ he was much, much
more. His act was meticulously constructed and
reached higher levels than many comics who have
had longer and more successful careers can even
imagine...”
races or the differences between “...insert
any inane comparison here...” Hedberg rev
eled in sharp one liners (“I went to a doctor
once, but all he did was try to bite my neck...
never visit Dr. Acula”; “Rice is really great
when you’re hungry and you want 1,000 of
something”) and many of life’s absurdities (“I
saw a hum an pyramid once. It was totally
unnecessary”).
Often derided as a “stoner comic,” he was
much, much more. His act was meticulously
constructed and reached higher levels than
many comics who have had longer and more
successful careers can even imagine. (I’m
looking a t you, Carrot Top!)
Hedberg made frequent references to
drugs in his act (“I used to do drugs, I
still do, but I used to, too”) and while he
frequently appeared to be “under the influ
ence” he claimed, for a while, to have given
up.
However, in May 2003, Mitch opted to
take a hiatus from perfor m in g after being
arrested in Texas for heroin possession.
Upon his return to the circuit, numerous
reports have him performing in an increas
ingly erratic m a n n er.
While some assert th at his death was
caused by an overdose, other reports point
to heart failure caused by a condition he had
from birth. W hat is known is th at Mitch was

working regularly, w riting and performing
new m aterial and was in talks for a poten
tial HBO special. Maybe his moment had
arrived...
In a world where too many deaths go
unnoticed (or unreported) for the sake of
more newsworthy items, it is no surprise that
Mitch’s death has barely registered. Lest we
forget th at this is the world th at overlooked
Mother Teresa’s death, as she was unfortu
nate enough to pass in the same week as
another person who was certain to sell more
newspapers, and the world where people are
potentially canonized while attem pting to
deny millions any chance of fighting a life
ending disease.
Mitch Hedberg was not a famous leading
figure; he was a comedian who made many
people laugh and smile.
Unfortunately, unlike America’s other
great “lost” comedian (the amazing Bill
Hicks) whose more politically charged humor
still resonates years after his death, I doubt
th at Hedberg’s legacy will grow in his home
land. Whereas Hicks had a genius intellect
with tremendous vision and a huge social
conscience, Hedberg was simply a funny guy
and, especially a t the moment, we need more
like him.

So
you
complain
Statistic
about campus,
o f the
about the government,
Week
about the world?
What difference have you made?
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“Greek Week to
-------------------- inr* means coming
together a-, a community In participate
in -pm t- that mo'll of us are not good
enough to compete at a college level ’

NICOLE
GASPARRO
Year: Senior
Major: Elementary
Education

■ M ew iCaW M «Greek Week means
a time when every sorority and fratern it\ set to enjov a week of fun, competi
tion. and most of all, unity”

ALEXANDRA
THELIN
Year: Senior
Major: Art History

‘A tim e to come
fun, competition
and games to promote Greek unity.”

M Ü 1
GOLDSTEIN
Year: Sophomore
Major: Physical
Education

— —........ ... ...... 1 “A time lyhen Greeks
come together to show not only pride in
our organization, hut in the Greek com
inunitv.”

OLGA KIM
Year: Sophomore
Major:
Biochemistry
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“Greek Week mean»
being the hest out
there and »hawing everybody el»e wliat
we gui Its a gn-.it opportunity lo go out
then' and meet people"

MICHAEL PENA
Year: Sophomore
Major:
Communications
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Year: Senior
Major: Business

M ike Watson, a philosophy major, is in h is first
year a s a colum nist fo r The Montclarion. -
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BRIERLEY
Year: Junior
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Training

'A time when all
the Greeks can get together and legally
disturb the peace a» a whole. Go Greek
or go home!"
Question o f the tVteefc opinions are views
exp ressed by tht stud ents of M ontclair State
University, and an- not n ecessa rily the view s
o f The Montctanon.
'
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Monday Night Greed
Betrays Morals Indeed
Fans Lose Out Over NFL Monday Night Network Switch

I

I

Monday Night Football will be moving to
ESPN beginning in the 2006 season. The
price tag of $1.1 billion not only shows how
much the NFL is worth to broadcasting net
works, but I also think it shows the evolution
of sports in America.
Professional sports
have gone from playing
a game at a high level,
to a giant conglomerate.
We’ve learned countless
times th at many own
ers have no loyalty to
coaches and players.
j„ E
The thing th at hurts
O r t iz
the most about this
SPORTS EDITOR
move to ESPN is that
the NFL proved th at it
has no loyalty to the fans.
Not everyone in the country has cable,
but there aren’t too many people in the
United States who don’t like football. For
football fans, MNF is a weekly holiday, and
traditionally has been the most hyped game
throughout the season. I know th at I for one
would not have been able to watch Jerry Rice
set the all-time touchdown record against
the Raiders on MNF had it not been on cable
when I was younger.
The age of free agency has entirely taken
professional sports and transformed them
into an auction block. Team s abandon cities, change their names, and trade away our
childhood heroes. Ever since Catfish Hunter
signed with the Yanks, fans have quickly
learned th at they can’t get too attached to
anything in professional sports. Now we
can’t even depend on our traditions.
In the end, it will always be about money,
and wherever the NFL goes, viewers fol
low. Fox was nothing but the Simpsons and
Married With Children until they picked up
the NFC in the San Franciso 49ers’ and
Dallas Cowboys’ glory days. Now, with NBC
having acquired the rights to Sunday Night
Football, ABC is left as the only major station
without the NFL.
But what’s good for ESPN is good for ABC,
because their parent company is Disney. So
now the owners of Disney can get sports
on their sports network, and free up three
horn's of airtim e on ABC. Throw in the $1.1
billion changing hands and this is a win-win
situation for all parties involved. But this
excludes the fan unable to afford to watch
some of the biggest regular season games of

“The age of free agency
has slowly taken all of
professional sports and
transformed them into
an auction block. Teams
abandon cities, change
their names, and trade
away our childhood
heroes.”
the year.
The scariest thing is not where ethics and
morals of professional sports team s are right
now, but how much worse it will continue to
get. In the past 10 years, we’ve had the NBA,
MLB, and NHL experience strike-shortened
seasons. As if either party, players or own
ers, aren’t making enough money!
Role models like Joe DiMaggio, Ted
W illiams, and Willie Mays are being
replaced by Alex Rodrguez, Terrell Owens,
and Shaquille O’Neal. No offense to The
Diesel, but it’s hard to really love someone
who has been on three different teams.
Money was the single most influential force
involved in the baseball steroids scandal.
More steroids mean more homeruns, which
draws more fans. If $12 million were on the
line, wouldn’t you do steroids too?
Tennis icons have gone from activists for
women’s rights like Billie Jean King, to fash
ion and sex symbols, like Anna Koumikova.
The direction th at sports are going can only
lead me to one conclusion. W ithin the next
10 years, a player will be signed to a contract
worth over $320 million, at least 10 team s
will have new owners or new locations, ticket
prices continue to rise, and eventually a seri
ous sports fan won’t be able to satisfy his
th irst for competition without at least basic
cable and maybe more.
But what are we sports fanatics to do? We
need our fix, and if people don’t have cable
they will have to make the switch eventu
ally.

cou rtesy of krtcam pus.com

Jo se Ortiz, an English major, is in h is second
year a s S p o rts Editor fo r The Montclarion.

courtesy of krtcam pus.com

courtesy of krtcam pus.com
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ACROSS
1 Woeful word
5 Leather piercers
9 __Ababa, Eth.
14 Concluded
15 Oxford, e.g.
16 Pulverize
17 Jekyll’s alter
ego.
18 Actor Connery
19 Crab-walk
20 Galley gear
21 Beanery sign
22 Perplexed
23 Dispels
differences
26 Used to be
27 Worn-out words
31 ‘The Ballad of
_ Jones”
34 Painful spots
37 In what way?
38 Saharan
39 Bombay wraps
40 Sheet of glass
41 At the ready
42 Lassoed
43 Fills to capacity
44 Dangling frill
46 Animal gullet
47 Uncontrolled
individuals
54 Razor
sharpener
57 Is not well
58 Fraud
59 Hamlet, to
Horatio
60 Tolstoy and
Gorcey
61 Possess
62 Word with
renewal or
sprawl
63 Duration
64 Of the mouth
65 Signifies
66 Bribes
67 Animal hide
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1 Kind of
committee
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Unwilling
Solutions
Feel
Besets
Composer
Shostakovich
11 Pops
12 Anglesey or
Wight
13 Queens ballpark
24 Charles or
Bradbury
25 Suit toppers
28 Confab
29 Use a
whetstone
30 Flock mothers
31 Playbill listing
32 Surface
measure
33 Makes a lap
34 Sucker
35 Mining product 45 Catchphrase
46 Large groups
36 Divest
48 Old sailors
39 Fly alone
49 MacDonald’s
40 Hock spot
refrain
42 Resumes
50 Heavy tread
business
51Miguel,
Midwest
43
_________
CAairport

04/25/05

7
8
9
10
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Jealously t- no way tu gel vour significant
others- attention (\uiti down and talk to thorn
about your in-enirstn-> and let them know
how you feel.
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It« okay 10 indulge in a tasty >naik here
1hi-ie but you inuM learn to baiarne vour
ing habits.

I

40 - U9 - 27

52 Involving
warships
53 Small silvery
food fish
54 Urban blight
55 Mlchelln product
56 Ms. McEntire

A r i e s fP*
fMarch 20—April 191
A frund will ho reeking your advice on suine
serious problems. Console them and heig’fbrin
to the best of your abilities.
5 6 -1 2 -0 7
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Child Care Wanted

Part-time babysitter Tuesdays and
Thursdays 2:30pm to 6:30pm $15 per
hour. Need a babysitter to pick up my
children from a M aplewood school.
Driver's liscense and references. Call
Katherine 973-762-7544.

Mature, loving, fun babysitter needed
for flexible, occassional w ork w ith tw o
Montclair families. Children ages 2-5
yrs. Must have own transportation.
(973) 744-5891

Experienced babysitter needed for tw o
days a w eek (preferably W ed and Fri;
7:30 am to 7:30 pm) to care for 5 yr old
and 15 month old in my Bloomfield
home. Can start in fall or earlier. Must
have own car. (212) 264-1174.

Seeking energetic, fun, responsible
and reliable student to babysit for 2
children in Montclair ages 3 1/2 and 18
months a few afternoons/week during
spring and summer. Drivers license
and references required. 973.233.1504

Aprii

21, 200s

Models. W omen 18 and older for out
door test shoot. Tasteful nudity. Will
exchange pictures for modeling. No
experience necessary. (973) 365-4054.

Part/Full-time w aitstaff needed. Busy,
well-established catering facility. Need
w eekdays and w eekends - flexible
schedule available. Good pay and
working environment. Experience
helpful, not required. Call Mayfair
Farms 973-731-4300.

★

★

* Positions Available Immediately *
*
fot Mad Scientists.
★
£

*★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

J

★ Mad Science o f N orth Central New Jersey ★

Telemarketers needed!! Do you have
the gift of gab? Are you looking to
make some extra cash? If so, call to
For fem ale students. Rooms available
for Summer '05 and Fall '05. Very close day! 2 shifts available. Joule' Business
Services. Parsippany, NJ. Phone (973)
to campus from $350/mo. Doubles or
402-9400.
Fax (973) 402-5940. EEO/AA
singles. Furnished and most utilities
included. Call for information 973778-1504.

Looking for experienced, loving & reli
able babysitter w ho is available during
w eekend hours (daytime and evening)
for our friendly and fun five-year old
daughter. Please call if interested
-973-655-8912.

J is currently looking for students to w ork J
★ 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes ★
J t o k(4s. Excellent pay-including training!! £

★
★

_
Do You.

★
★

J
★
J

A Love W orking with children/
*H a v e fo il-tim e access to a car/
★ Have an outgoing personality/

J
★
Î

Miscellaneous

★

P/T childcare M ontclair - In fall, need
' care for 3 kids (9, 11 & 12) Mondays
and Thursdays 2:30 till anywhere from
5:00 to 7pm. Availability other days
a plus. Must be fluent in English w/
own car to drive kids as needed. Salary=$12/hour. Childcare references
required. 973-509-9002

Telephone Sales Full/Part tim e outgo
ing college students with clear voices
w anted! Base salary plus bonus/commission. Earn extra $$ for summer!!
Call (201) 791-3255.

Babysitter needed: Looking for expe
rienced, loving & reliable babysitter
for our friendly two-year old twins.
Flexible days/hours. Please call if inter
ested. 973-744-1763

Summer Jobs!! Day camp counselor.
No night/weekends. Group counsel
ors, lifeguards/WSI, instructors for
sports, crafts, nature, outdoor skills.
W arren Township (Somerset County)
NJ. 908-647-0664, rvbnd1@aol.com or
apply at w ww.cam priverbend.com .

ashton kutcher

ADOPT: A happily married, childless
couple longs to share our lives with
your baby. Will provide a lifetime of
love, happiness, oppty & security. We
know th at your decision w ill be made
out of pure love for your baby. Ex
penses pd. Please call Mike & Donna
1-866-720-5099

Bored in Class?

^

If yo u answered yes to these guestions, ★
give us a call at (9 7 S) 2 44 -1 88 0
★
and set up an intensew .

★

★

it

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Waiting 0„ a /f/endy

amanda peet
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for Pr»*®8

Solitaire*
fo r P rîte s

Look for the«« and
other "For Prizes" games
on your mobile phone.

fotrisrTournament
fo r P rizes

V G f l7 0 n w ireless

For winners, tips and tricks ptease Visit www.atta8-m6bile.com
Text M essaging and A irtim e charges m ay apply. Prizes are n o t available w here prohibited, by Jaw.
© 2 0 0 5 InfoSpace. Ino. A i rig hts reserved. Hold 'em P okert- to r Prizes, S olitaire fo r Prizes. » xJ Tournam ent fo r Prizes
are tradem arks o f InfoSpace. Inc. A ll other tradem arks represented are ow ned by th e ir respective com panies.
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OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 22 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

The Montclarion WANTS YOU!
Now looking for
Get active o
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MSU Top Ten S e n io rs
Jose O rtiz

American team this season, but lack of sta 19 higher th an any other team m ate this
tistics for offensivelinemen prevent him from year. Along with a team leading 30 assists,
being higher on the list.
he has netted 20 goals.

S p o rts Editor

10. I Michael Gluck
(Basketball):
Gluck
led the Red Hawks in
rebounding and threepointers made. He also
finished the season with
a 14.5 ppg average, good
enough for second on
the team.

Intramural
Update
M ike Treanor
S ta ff W riter

6. Nicole Pacicco (Softball):
The Red Hawks No. 2 hit
te r leads the team with six
homeruns, 21 RBI, and a
.750 slugging percentage.
She is also batting .338.

9.
Erin
B alint
(Field Hockey): Balint
finished second on the
Red Hawks w ith six
goals, three assists and
15 total points.

8. T iffany
A ciz
(Volleyball):
Aciz
became the first vol
leyball player named to
the All-Conference team
in four years this sea
son. She led the team
in kills, finishing seven
shy of the school record.
Aciz leaves the program ranked third alltime in career kills.
7. Frank
Iachetta
i l . J fe J B l
(Football): The offen
sive guard was the
only Red Hawk football
*"» A
player named to the All- ™
■ ■ 11

5. Ethan Boyd (Baseball):
W ithout question, Boyd
has been the MVP of the
Red Hawk baseball team
this season. He leads the
team with a .413 batting
average and is also lead
ing in hits, funs, doubles,
and RBI.
4.
Steve Armstrong
(Football):
His team
finished 4-4 in the fell,
but it Was not because
Armstrong wasn’t produc
ing at the wide receiver
spot. He led the team
w ith nine touchdowns
and 719 receiving yeards.
3. K evin
Gondres
(Lacrosse): The Red Hawk
team captain is getting the
job done attacking the net,
and setting up his team 
mates. His 50 points are

■« 1
#

%

2. Gabby White (Soccer): Aside from Mike
Hogan from the
In the final week of the intram ural softmen’s
soccer
ball regular season, two team s clearly estab
team , W hite was
lished th at they are legitim ate contenders to
the most domi
knock off the defending champion Shems and
nant Red Hawk
win the 2005 intram ural softball champion
defender
th is
ship.
season for any
Both Pike and Mans-n-Em squared off
sport. These type
against Boston Sucks on the final day of
of things don’t
regular season play. Boston Sucks was
show up in the
forced to play a doubleheader after a previ
numbers, but she
ously scheduled game was postponed due to
led a defensive
inclement weather.
squad th at gave
A fter piling up 18 runs against the
up eight goals in
Beerbellies in their previous contest, Boston
their last 17 games.
Sucks found themselves having trouble get
ting anything by the Pike defense.
L S te p h a n ie
Captain Scott Seidenberg, who has pro
S a b a lia u s k a s
vided defensive consistency on the left side of
(Soccer):
The
the infield throughout the season, continued
top senior of the
his stellar play by completing numerous
year may not
putouts against the hitters at the top of the
have had the
opponents’ order.
best stats th is
As the game entered the late in n in g s ,
season, but she
Pike received key at-bats from Scott Boan
carried her team
and Liam Maloney. Boan doubled in the
offensively when
fourth and scored after Maloney tripled.
they needed her.
The following inning Boan homered over
The only Red
the head of Boston Sucks’ left fielder Eric
Hawk team to
Loree to giye his team a two-run cushion
win a conference
entering the last half of the sixth. Pike was
championship this season was captained by able to hold the bats of their opposition in
Sabaliauskas who made over 45 percent of check in the final half inning of the contest
her shots on goal this season.
and walked away with a 9-7 victory.
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NBA Fantasy Basketball Focus
Karan’s Pick

Points Rebounds A ssists

Steals Blocks Turnovers
•> ,.æ

Loss
2*4

771

2 3 3 142

710

282

Karan Narwal

46

157 3 6

Overall Score

20

36

95

92

2

Rob’s Pick

Win

Rob MacKerchar

4

4-2

This is a fantasy sports game in which both Karan Narwal and Rob MacKerchar pick one NBA player per week based on who they expect to have the best statistics. The only catch is
that once a player is picked by either colum nist, that player can no longer be chosen. This game will go throughout the spring sem ester and the stats are cumulative.

NBA Playoff Breakdown NBA Says No To Teens
Karan Narwal

Rob MacKerchar

S ta ff Writer

S ta ff Writer

As the NBA season comes to an end, it’s
possible to see there have been many turn
arounds with team s this season. Some have
been good and some have been bad. Those
th at were consistent and fought hard now
find themselves in a higher-pressure zone
where everything is on the line. Everyone is
wondering what’s going to happen next, or
which team will reach its peak.
The W estern and Eastern Conferences
have had team s make it through the worst
times, like the Nuggets and Pacers, respec
tively.
My opinion on what team will make it to
the finals is based on the team th at has what
it takes to reach the level where the pressure
is higher. Out of the East, Miami is making
th at run because well, they’ve been th at kind
of team in the East all season and during
playoff time, the Heat will give 150 percent.
Wade, now having experienced the play
offs, knows what to expect, and the rest of
the team has experience and success. Shaq
knows a lot, but veterans like Laettner and
Mourning provide ever greater amounts of
experience. Haslem, Jones, and Dooling
have been playing well all season and with
th at squad, the players will hustle and take
advantage of their position.
Another team th at can pull it off in the
East is the Pacers because of the way the
team has been playing. They have pulled
through injuries and have beaten top team s
in the league along with mediocre ones. The
Pacers, led by Reggie Miller and Stephen
Jackson, have plenty of talent along with a
veteran squad th at can play together.
Now in the West, I see the Phoenix Suns
making it to the finals because of their amaz
ing record and domination. They have been
the feared team this season and prove it with
their record.
A very young team , but with leading play
ers like Nash and Stoudemire, and veterans
like Jackson and Eisley, it is going to open

Jerm aine O’Neal caused a lot of contro
versy recently when he made comments th at
the NBA’s desire to make an age lim it is not
only ridiculous, but racially biased.
O’Neal, who was selected out of high
school as the 17th overall pick in the 1996
draft (the same draft th at produced Kobe
Bryant), feels as though the NBA’s age lim it
would only h u rt young black athletes trying
to escape poverty.
Many experts have said th at O’Neal is
making a moot point because the league is
predominantly black anyway. Others are
praising a possible age limit. I happen to be
one of those people.
There’s no doubt th at many young highschool talents would be temporarily h urt in
the pockets by an age limit. Many people are
claiming th at it’s unfair of the NBA because
not every sport has an age limit.
Baseball, for instance, allows high school
players to enter the draft; once a player
attends college though, they must stay for a
couple of years. Freddie Adu shows th at the
MLS has no age lim it either. But we’re talk
ing about apple and oranges.
The MLB is not a contact sport, not to
mention th at players spend years in the
farm systems before they ever get to the big
leagues. An age lim it should probably be
put on the MLB anyway, because too many
young players are throwing out their arms
before they can legally drink.
As for the MLS...soccer is a game of
speed, not strength. Adu’s legs will keep him
out of trouble; nothing is going to stop Shaq
from plowing down an 18-year-old in the
NBA, though.
So many players are going straight to the
NBA from high school these days, mostly
due to the success of Kevin G arnett, Kobe
Bryant, and Lebron James. We’re talking
about the exception, not the rule itself here.

cou rtesy of NBA.com

Shaquille O’neal (left) against Ben Wallace
could be what we will be watching in the
Eastern Conference Championship series if
the Heat go against the Pistons.

some mouths in the playoffs. They have been
on a roll all season but need Nash to make
the magic happen. The fact th at they have
prospered against good team s this season
shows th at they can go far in the playoffs.
It’s ju st th at - can they handle the pressure
in the playoffs?
This will be interesting to see as in
the first round when the Suns take on the
Grizzlies, a team which can win the series
because of their victories over top-seeded
teams.
Along with the Suns, I see the Nuggets
making it in the West. I don’t favor the Spurs,
even though they are a solid team. W hat the
Nuggets have done in the second half of the
season has been a Cinderella story. George
Karl deserves much praise for the team he’s
made of the Nuggets.
Everyone on the team is playing like
they should. The defense has tightened up
because of Camby and M artin, a tough front
line. Carmelo has played like an All S tar and
has Andre Miller, Earl Boykins, and Nene to
provide backup. Winning it all, the Miami
Heat get my vote because Alonzo Mourning
deserves it.

For every high profile guy to come out of
high school, (i.e. Jerm aine O’Neal and Tracy
McGrady), I can give you two or three guys
who made nothing of themselves.
Instead-of getting a free education, they
went nowhere, most likely because the NBA
didn’t have time to polish their raw talents.
Why don’t you guess who these guys are? Bill
Willoughby, Taj McDavid, Korleone Young,
Ellis Richardson, Leon Smith, DeSagana
Diop, Tony Key, DeAngelo Collins, Lenny
Cooke, Travis Outlaw...the list of nobodies
goes on and on.
Even some of the notable names, like
Darius Miles, Deshawn Stevenson, and
Kwame Brown haven’t become what many
believed they would be. Someone like Roy
Williams or Bill Self could have taken these
talents and turned them into real products;
instead, these players are riding the bench or
worse.
Most high school players ju st haven’t
faced enough real talent to be prepared for
the NBA. Guys like Jam es, Shawn Kemp,
and Dwight Howard are freaks of nature.
Most players out ofhigh school aren’t phys
ically big enough or mentally tough enough to
handle the pros; after all, McGrady, Garnett,
and Bryant didn’t become the players they
are now without a few mediocre years early
on to prepare themselves.
I know th at many players are afraid of
the work loads; I can’t imagine a D average
in sociology to be th at demanding. Many are
afraid of getting hurt; th at’s why I propose
a program based on royalties. Every time a
player plays in big game, they should receive
a royalty.
That money would go into a separate
account th at could be accessed upon gradu
ation, not only to ensure th at they get a
degree, but, get some money for their efforts
too.
The bottom line is th at education needs to
come first, especially in poor black communi
ties, and these players need time to develop.

INTRAMURAL
CONTINUED FRO M R 2 8

The other up and coming contender for
this year’s softball crown is Mans-n-Em
headed by shortstop and team captain
Anthony Lynn. After being pounded by
The Shems in their season opener, 18-0, the
Mans-n-Em experienced their team’s turn
ing point against Pike in the bottom of the
sixth.
Trailing 5-0, Mans-n-Em rallied and
seemingly poked ball after ball into the left
field gap to earn a comeback victory, 6-5.
Since th at day, Mans-n-Em has steam rolled
over the competition, winning their final four

contests. Their latest victory came against
Boston Sucks on the final day of the regular
season.
After relinquishing a 6-2 lead in the top
of the sixth inning, Mans-n-Em showed their
m etal by striking back in the extra seventh
frame. With a base runner at second with
two out, co-captain Nick Aldiero found a hole
between third base and shortstop th at scored
the game-winning rim.
Mans-n-Em enters the postseason with
the most momentum out of any men’s league
squad. They earned the No. 2 seed in the

men’s bracket and will battle No. 3 Pike in
the semi-finals Tuesday night at 9 p.m.
In addition to men’s action, the co-ed
championship will take place Thursday night
at 8 p.m. Team Awesome and the Recreators,
who were expected to advance to the finals,
did their job by defeating Top of the H ill via
forfeit Sunday night.
Team Awesome will be looking to get
another Victory over the Recreators, who
looked unbeatable during the regular season.
Team Awesome earned a victory in round
robin playoff competition Sunday night, 6-2.

Interested?
Contact
MontSports@yahoo.com
973.655.5169 ext 5421
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N.Y. Mets Deliver Reason For Hope MSU Alumni
Sam Mills
Dies from
Cancer at 45
Karl de Vries
Opinion Editor

All right Mets fans, calm down. Sure,
you just enjoyed a stunning, week-long turn
around that transformed them from base
ball’s 0-5 laughingstock to, arguably, the
hottest team in the National League.
Even now, here in the third week of the
season where the Mets are now m aintaining
a .500 record overall, they’ve showed signs
that this team might be for real and a genu
ine contender in the NL East.
So, at this early stage in the season, do
Mets fans have the right to dream, or will the
grim realities of the Mets’ fate come back to
haunt them?
The Mets have benefited immeasurably
from the success of their starting pitching
which, a few exceptions aside, has been uni
formly solid. Pedro M artinez has been the
ace th at was advertised to Mets fans over the
winter, while Tom Glavine, Victor Zambrano,
Kaz Ishii and, even Aaron Heilman have
dem onstrated quality pitching. Braden
Looper, following his disastrous opening day
outing, has settled in as the consistent closer
he was throughout last year.
The biggest problem with the Mets, as
was foreseen over the winter, is with their
middle relief. They lack a true left-handed
stopper, and rely heavily on .Manny Aybar
and Mike DeJean to get them through the
late innings, two pitchers who can best be
described as journeymen throughout their
careers.
The Mets’ relief pitching boasts the most
wins of any bullpen in the league; conversely,
their starting pitching is last in wins. While
the Mets have shown th at they can win
games, many times their victories have come
in the form of blown leads and late-inning

courtesy of sportsnetw ork.com

Carlos Beltran was the N.Y. Mets largest
offseason pick up. He’s been worth every
penny.

salvages.
The Mets offensive machine has been
sputtering, but has shown signs of being a
first-rate, run-producing juggernaut.
Jose Reyes and Carlos Beltran have been
the first Mets to come out of the gate strong,
while Mike Piazza, David Wright, Cliff Floyd
and Doug Mientkiewicz have been incon
sistent, yet heroes in their own right every
couple of games.
The real star, however, has been Victor
Diaz, whose playing time has been the bas
tard offspring of an injury-plagued Mike
Cameron.
When the m ulti-talented outfielder
returns shortly, all indications are th at Diaz
will be sent down to the minor leagues in

favor of the highly-paid Cameron. Diaz, who
came up through the Mets system as a sec
ond baseman, is too good to sit on the bench,
and U nless the Mets can trade Cameron
or Kaz M atsui (which they probably won’t,
because their salaries are too high and they
under-produce), Diaz him self will probably
become trade bait as the Mets, desperate for
middle relief, could have something of value
to offer other teams.
The im portant thing to remember with
the Mets is th at while they’re a good team, I
don’t believe th at they are ready to take the
East this year. Atlanta, Florida and even
Philadelphia have very good clubs, and are
probably better team s top to bottom than the
Mets. The Mets have some strong features,
but suffer from a general inconsistency.
What the Mets need to be careful of is
getting too excited about this year; if they
can have a good season, th at will be a vast
improvement over the last few years of awful
baseball at Shea Stadium. Next year I
believe all the pieces will be in place for a
tremendous season, assuming the Mets play
their cards right in making acquisitions.
Of course, it’s still early and there are
still a few trades to be made this year. Mets
fans are fortunate th at their team has a con
siderable amount of money to spend and the
allure and sexiness of New York, where the
big stars make their name.
In the first analysis of the season, the
Mets do have a chance to make the playoffs.
That’s something th at hasn’t been the case in
a long, long while.
If the Mets can add a player or two, if
some of their lesser-known talents can step
it up and have big seasons, and above all,
if Mets fans can believe in miracles, who
knows? Perhaps next year is now.

NFL 2005 Draft Preview
Alan Sandberg
S ta ff Writer

It’s finally warm out and what’s a better
time to sta rt talking about than the NFL?
That’s right, it’s time for the perennial make
it or break it weekend for the NFL. It is
where the future of team s are shaped and
where careers begin and end.
All the tapes have been analyzed and
players have risen and fallen. The NFL
draft this Saturday is looking to be one of the
deepest drafts in memory. Even an appar
ent weak quarterback class could be very
productive with late-round possibilities such
as Akron’s Charlie Frye and UConn’s Dan
Orlovsky. It is also very deep at wide receiver
and defensive line. Here is a look at the three
local teams:
The New York Giants’trade last year with
the Chargers was a wash for them unless,
M anning wins two Super Bowls, which is
cou rtesy of collegepublisher.com
how many John Elway won and also who
QB Alex Smith played for the Utes and is
one of the top prospects in this year’s draft. General Manager, Ernie Accorsi missed out
on earlier in his career.
However, it might put San Diego into the
Super Bowl this year with the depth they will
add. So, because of this, the Giants’ first
pick is the 43rd. Big Blue now has to hope to
fill in as many gaps as possible for an aging
team.
All of their best players are in their
30’s and while still producing, aren’t getting
any younger. Look for them to go after the
best available player, with th at pick most
likely a defensive tackle such as Wisconsin’s
Antaaj Hawthorne or USC’s Mike Patterson.
During the rest of the draft, they will need
to add talent to their secondary, offensive
and defensive line, and maybe find a future
replacement for Tiki Barber in the later
courtesy of starw ave.com
rounds.
Auburn’s Ronnie Brown has been predicted
The Jets are looking very good going
to be a top five pick this year.

into this year’s draft after going far into
the playoffs last year. This year they have
a chance late in the draft to fill at least one
of their glaring needs. With the departure
of tight-end Anthony Becht, they have to
decide whether they want to take a chance
on the reserve Chris Baker and see if he has
finally developed from the flashes th at he
has shown or if they should go ahead and
hope to land Virginia’s TE Heath Miller.
There is a chance th at Miller could go
earlier in the draft, but because of a hernia
and other team s in front with serviceable
TE’s or have other needs to fill, he might fall
to the Jets. If he goes before them or if they
pass on him, they should draft a defensive
back. Their defensive backfield is aging and
has been a problem for several years. With
the 26th pick, look for them to grab Fabian
Washington of Nebraska, who is skyrocket
ing because of his 4.29 40-yard-dash at the
combine, or M arlin Jackson of Michigan, who
is a comerback and safety.
The Eagles are going into this draft with
nothing but positive things to come out of
it, except for the mouth of Terrell Owens.
With 13 picks available, five .on day one, and
just coming off a NFC championship, they
are going to be looking to add stability and
begin getting younger players th at they can
mold into future starters. Look for them in
the first round to add another freak in wide
receiver/TE M att Jones from Arkansas, mea
sured in at 6’6, 240 lbs. and who runs a 4.41
40.
With the 34th pick, they might wait for
Jones and instead take the best available
defensive end such as Iowa’s M att Roth to go
opposite Jevon Kearse because of the losses
on the defensive line. If not, they will either
take a linebacker or offensive lineman for
depth an d to get, y ounger___________________________

C h r is B a r b o s a

S ta ff Writer

Former M ontclair State football play
er Sam Mills passed away on Monday at
his North Carolina home after battling can
cer of the small intestine for almost two
years. He was 45-years-old.
Mills was born in Neptune, NJ, gradu
ated from Long Branch High School as a
linebacker and wrestler and headed to what
was then Montclair State College in 1977.
Sam set career, season, and game tackle
records at Montclair. Twice he was named the
team captain, and his uniform number 62
was retired shortly after he left MSU in
1980.
Since Sam was only 5’9, he did not have a
prototypical middle linebacker body, but he
contained one of the biggest hearts to ever
play the game.
He was signed in 1983 by the USFL
Philadelphia Stars, where he played until
1985. The coach for the Stars was former
NFL coach Jim Mora, who complained sev
eral times in training camp about not need
ing a 5’9 linebacker.
But Mills turned into a three-tim e AllUSFL player who anchored the short-lived
league’s last two championship teams, and
Mora brought Mills to New Orleans when he
got the head coaching job.
He retired in 1997 as a Carolina Panther
and became a linebackers’ coach in 1999.
His cancer was diagnosed in August 2003,
but he continued to coach Carolina’s line
backers between chemotherapy treatm ents
through the Super Bowl XXXVIII loss to the
Patriots.
“During the season, he told us the way we
played inspired him to keep fighting,” Pan
thers quarterback Jack Delhomme said. “I
think it was the other way around.”
Head coach John Fox said, “As a coach, he
made the players better. As a friend, he made
us all better.”
In his 12 NFL seasons, Mills played with
the New Orleans Saints (1986-94) and the
Carolina Panthers (1995-97). He totaled
1,319 tackles, 20.5 sacks, 11 interceptions
and four touchdowns, and went to the Pro
Bowl five times.
A statue of Mills stands outside the
Panthers’ current home, Bank of America
Stadium in Charlotte, N.C. Mills is a mem
ber of the Hall of Fame for Montclair State,
the Saints, the Panthers, and the states of
Louisiana and New Jersey. Mills is survived
by his wife Melanie, two sons, Sam III and
Marcus, and two daughters, Larissa and
Sierra.

courtesy of marybird.org

Sam M ills attended MSU from 19771980.
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Player of The Week

SF»ORTS TRIVIA

¡QUESTION
W hat NBA player has the highest career three-point
shooting percentage?

Unscram ble 'Em
Decode the former NBA Greats

1.

) hojn xaposn

2.

) swahn mkpe

3.

) yndna ignnnma

4.

) ikvne hsojnoon

5.

) tpirackgeiwn
Hometown: Clark, NJ

6.

) tsticeo epinpp

7.

) vdaid htosmpno

8.

) ejo rmdvas

I I

Klimchak scored five goals and assisted on
tw o more in a 16-9 victory over Susque
hanna.

H o n o ra b le M e n tio n s
SHAUNA BROCKLEBANK
Sophomore *
Hometown: Longbranch, NJ

9.

) rlea rmeono

10.

) ohjn kstconot

Brockiebank scored three goals
and dished out two assists in a
come from behind victory over

11.

) draain tlandye

K e a ils f e 1

12.

) hnoj krsats
ETHAN BOYD
Senior
Hometown: Perth AMboy, NJ

13.

) rlrya hjnonos

14.

) cysteagmaune

Bc^d was named the NJAC Player
o fth e Week, after batting .619
driving in six, and scoring six runs
in his last five games.
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M e n 's B a s e b a i »
NJAC

Overall

Rowan
Kean
TCNJ
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

7-2
6-3
6-3
5-4
5-6
4-5

25-2
23-6
23-8
20-7
12-13
14-12

M SU

4-7

9-14

Richard Stockton
William Paterson

3-6
2-6

8-10
10-11

This W eek

NJAC

Rutgers-Camden
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson
Ramapo

Overall

10-0
7-5
6-4
6-4

29-1
22-11
24-7
21-9

M SU

5-5

18-6

Rowan
Richard Stockton
Kean
Rutgers-Newark

5-5
4-8
4-8
1-9

19-11
17-10
12-17
10-16

JACKIE FERRANTI
Freshman
Hometown: Bergenfieid, NJ
Ferrantin was named thé confer
ence Rookie of the Week.

WÊBBmm
Megan Tantum
||Sojp>homore
Hometown: Ewing, NJ

This W eek

Saturday @ Rowan, 12 p.m.
Monday @ York, 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday @ John Hopkins, 7 p.m.

Saturday @ Rutgers-Camden, 1 p.m.
Tuesday @ Rutgers-Newark, 3 p.m.
Thursday @ Baruch, 5 p.m.

Last Week's Results
4/15-M SU 3, Kean 6
4/16 - MSU 9, Stockton 5
4/16 - MSU 6, Stockton 7

Last Week's Results
4/16 - MSU 4, TCNJ 1
4/16-MSU 11, TCNJ 2
4/19 - MSU 5, William Paterson 0

* Tantum drove in two RBI in the
first inphg of the first game of
J a double-header against William
PaiSsorf»

n m

NFL 2005 Draft Preview

Top Ten Seniors of 2004 - 2005

PG. 30

PG. 28

The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928
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Red Hawks Stampede Over the Crusaders
MSU M en’s Lacrosse Team Score Nine Unanswered Goals to Begin the Game and Rollicked to 16-9 Home Victory
J o s e O r t iz

Sp o rts Editor

The Red Hawk men’s lacrosse
team played their best opening half
of this season. By the end of it they
led the Susquehanna Crusaders
10-2, and held them scoreless for
the first 27 m inutes.
The Red Hawks never trailed in
the Saturday afternoon home match
at Sprague Field, and behind Red
Hawk freshm an Bryan Klimchak’s
five goals and two-assist effort,
MSU powered to a 16-9 victory
over the Crusaders.
“We ju st played strong together
as a team,” said Klimchak. “We
knew we had to make stops when
necessary and ju st put the ball in
the net. I ju st found the open shots
and got a lot of great passes.”
MSU shot only two more times
than Susquehanna, but converted
on 42.1 percent of their attem pts
as opposed to 25 percent by the
Crusaders. Only in the Red Hawks’
22-10 victory over M anhattanville
on March 26, did the Red Hawks
have a more efficient scoring attack
this season, netting over 43 percent
of their shots.
The Red Hawk defense was just
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The Red Hawks turned th is game into a blowout by the end of the first
quarter.

Red Hawk Sean Pekarsky had four assists on Saturday.

as good, giving up only nine goals,
their lowest total all season.
Senior defensive captain Roi
Klipper picked up four ground balls
and also ran the length of the field
in the opening quarter to score
his first goal of the season.
The Crusaders were held to
five goals until Red Hawk goal
keeper Thomas Bowers was taken
out of the game with 7:55 to play,
and replaced with sophomore Tim

vocal out there. I can’t count the
amount of times th at I didn’t see a
shot coming and one of the defend
ers take it in the back.”
The win came one week after a
21-5 loss to Stevens Tech for MSU,
and improves them to a 6-6 over
all record with a 3-1 conference
mark.
MSU is currently in second
place in the Knickerbocker League
behind the Ducks.

Condron who gave up four goals in
his stead. Bowers ended with the
win and nine saves to his credit.
The Red Hawk defense held the
Crusaders to 1-11 m ark on extra
m an opportunities and controlled
the pace of the game from start to
finish.
“They’ve been playing great all
season long,” said Bowers. “They
keep the shots to the outside, make
the right slides, and they are very

.■

“We still have a couple of games
before the postseason,” said head
coach John Greco. “If we win both
we will get the No. 2 seed.”
The Red Hawks are at home
again one final time on Saturday,
March 23 against third place NY
Maritime.
On the line is positioning in
the conference' tournam ent, and
another shot at Stevens Tech and
the Ducks.

MSU Softball Splits Two Against WPU
R ed H aw ks Blank th e P ioneers in First G am e, G et Shutout in D ou b le-H ead er on T uesday
J o s e O r t iz

S p o rts Editor

It’s a shame the Red Hawks can’t
clone their star pitcher Athanasia
Totaro, so th at she could pitch in
every game.
A fter Totaro
threw her sev
W PU
enth complete
game shutout
on Tuesday at
the
Montclair
W PU
Softball
P ark against
Richard Stockton, the Red Hawks
sent freshm an Carolyn McCrea to
the mound, only to see her give up
seven runs in and eight hits in five
innings.
MSU split the double-header
with their conference rivals, and
moved into fifth place overall with
six games left to play.
After Red Hawk Jackie Ferranti
reached base on a fielding error
by pitcher Jen Scott, MSU catcher
Megan Tantum sparked the Red
Hawk offense in the first inning of
game one with a two-out, two-run
double off the left field wall, scoring

th ird baseman K ari McDonnell,
and first basemen Ferranti.
Pioneer pitcher Scott forced a
ground ball to the shortstop from
Meghan Sweeney with the bases
loaded and Red Hawk Nicole
Pacicco was thrown out at the plate.
However, WPU catcher Mindy Coxe
failed to tu rn the double play at
first, giving the Red Hawks an
extra out and opening the door for
Tantum.
“The h it felt really good, and I
wasn’t sure if it was a line drive
or if it would go up and over the
wall,” said Tantum. “I thought that
the h it would be enough to get us
started, but I didn’t think th at it
would be enough to win the game.”
The opening game pitted Totaro
against Scott, and on paper it
looked to be a pitcher’s dual in the
makings.
Totaro came in with an 11-3
record, 1.70 ERA, and 85 strike
outs. Scott had an ERA of .90, and
had 13 wins overall.
Totaro says th at she had been
pitching against Scott since high
school, and was looking forward
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Red Hawk third basemen Kari
McDonnell drove in two runs on
Tuesday.

to the match-up. Scott ended with
nine hits and three earned runs
through six innings of work.
“I felt pumped coming in,” said
Totaro. “The team s in this confer
ence have very strong pitching. We
were all prepared this season for
the type of pitching we were going
to see. Today was the first day I
really felt like I was in the groove.”
Totaro scattered three hits, and
did not allow a runner to advance
past second base in the first game.

Red Hawk freshman pitcher,
Carolyn McCrea gave up seven
runs in game two.

She struck out three batters and
was in cruise control the entire
game. Totaro never allowed more
th an two baserunners in any
inning.
“It was a tough game, one of
those games you go pitch by pitch,”
said Totaro. “The teams we are
playing are very strong teams and
every pitch counts.”
The second game began with
two runs from WPU off of an error
from K ari McDonnell, and an RBI
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single from Nicky Arias in the bot
tom of the first inning.
WPU freshm an pitcher Diane
Schraer handled it-from there. She
pitched a complete game shutout,
allowing five hits, and surrendered
no walks.
Collectively, the Red Hawks bat
5-25 in game two and the Pioneers
went 8-27. However, two costly
errors by the Red Hawks gave the
Pioneers an opportunity to win,
and they capitalized.
“Our pitching can’t be average.
We need great pitching to win,”
said head coach A nita Kubicka. “If
th at happens, we can manufacture
runs. If our pitching struggles like
it did in game two, a good team wifi
capitalize.”
The Red Hawks have six games,
meaning 12 doubleheaders in the
week and a half to finish off the
regular season.
They are currently holding on
to the No. 5 seed for the conference
tournam ent, but Kubicka says that
they will need to win at least nine
more games to make sure they get
in.

